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APPENDIX A
TAXPAYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

W-9

Form
(Rev. December 2011)
Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service

Request for Taxpayer
Identification Number and Certification

Give Form to the
requester. Do not
send to the IRS.

Print or type
See Specific Instructions on page 2.

Name (as shown on your income tax return)
Business name/disregarded entity name, if different from above

Check appropriate box for federal tax classification:
Individual/sole proprietor

C Corporation

S Corporation

Partnership

Trust/estate
Exempt payee

Limited liability company. Enter the tax classification (C=C corporation, S=S corporation, P=partnership) ▶
Other (see instructions) ▶
Address (number, street, and apt. or suite no.)

Requester’s name and address (optional)

City, state, and ZIP code
List account number(s) here (optional)

Part I

Taxpayer Identification Number (TIN)

Enter your TIN in the appropriate box. The TIN provided must match the name given on the “Name” line
to avoid backup withholding. For individuals, this is your social security number (SSN). However, for a
resident alien, sole proprietor, or disregarded entity, see the Part I instructions on page 3. For other
entities, it is your employer identification number (EIN). If you do not have a number, see How to get a
TIN on page 3.

Social security number

Note. If the account is in more than one name, see the chart on page 4 for guidelines on whose
number to enter.

Employer identification number

Part II

–

–

–

Certification

Under penalties of perjury, I certify that:
1. The number shown on this form is my correct taxpayer identification number (or I am waiting for a number to be issued to me), and
2. I am not subject to backup withholding because: (a) I am exempt from backup withholding, or (b) I have not been notified by the Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) that I am subject to backup withholding as a result of a failure to report all interest or dividends, or (c) the IRS has notified me that I am
no longer subject to backup withholding, and
3. I am a U.S. citizen or other U.S. person (defined below).
Certification instructions. You must cross out item 2 above if you have been notified by the IRS that you are currently subject to backup withholding
because you have failed to report all interest and dividends on your tax return. For real estate transactions, item 2 does not apply. For mortgage
interest paid, acquisition or abandonment of secured property, cancellation of debt, contributions to an individual retirement arrangement (IRA), and
generally, payments other than interest and dividends, you are not required to sign the certification, but you must provide your correct TIN. See the
instructions on page 4.

Sign
Here

Signature of
U.S. person ▶

Date ▶

General Instructions
Section references are to the Internal Revenue Code unless otherwise
noted.

Purpose of Form
A person who is required to file an information return with the IRS must
obtain your correct taxpayer identification number (TIN) to report, for
example, income paid to you, real estate transactions, mortgage interest
you paid, acquisition or abandonment of secured property, cancellation
of debt, or contributions you made to an IRA.
Use Form W-9 only if you are a U.S. person (including a resident
alien), to provide your correct TIN to the person requesting it (the
requester) and, when applicable, to:
1. Certify that the TIN you are giving is correct (or you are waiting for a
number to be issued),
2. Certify that you are not subject to backup withholding, or
3. Claim exemption from backup withholding if you are a U.S. exempt
payee. If applicable, you are also certifying that as a U.S. person, your
allocable share of any partnership income from a U.S. trade or business
is not subject to the withholding tax on foreign partners’ share of
effectively connected income.

Note. If a requester gives you a form other than Form W-9 to request
your TIN, you must use the requester’s form if it is substantially similar
to this Form W-9.
Definition of a U.S. person. For federal tax purposes, you are
considered a U.S. person if you are:
• An individual who is a U.S. citizen or U.S. resident alien,
• A partnership, corporation, company, or association created or
organized in the United States or under the laws of the United States,
• An estate (other than a foreign estate), or
• A domestic trust (as defined in Regulations section 301.7701-7).
Special rules for partnerships. Partnerships that conduct a trade or
business in the United States are generally required to pay a withholding
tax on any foreign partners’ share of income from such business.
Further, in certain cases where a Form W-9 has not been received, a
partnership is required to presume that a partner is a foreign person,
and pay the withholding tax. Therefore, if you are a U.S. person that is a
partner in a partnership conducting a trade or business in the United
States, provide Form W-9 to the partnership to establish your U.S.
status and avoid withholding on your share of partnership income.
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The person who gives Form W-9 to the partnership for purposes of
establishing its U.S. status and avoiding withholding on its allocable
share of net income from the partnership conducting a trade or business
in the United States is in the following cases:
• The U.S. owner of a disregarded entity and not the entity,
• The U.S. grantor or other owner of a grantor trust and not the trust,
and
• The U.S. trust (other than a grantor trust) and not the beneficiaries of
the trust.
Foreign person. If you are a foreign person, do not use Form W-9.
Instead, use the appropriate Form W-8 (see Publication 515,
Withholding of Tax on Nonresident Aliens and Foreign Entities).
Nonresident alien who becomes a resident alien. Generally, only a
nonresident alien individual may use the terms of a tax treaty to reduce
or eliminate U.S. tax on certain types of income. However, most tax
treaties contain a provision known as a “saving clause.” Exceptions
specified in the saving clause may permit an exemption from tax to
continue for certain types of income even after the payee has otherwise
become a U.S. resident alien for tax purposes.
If you are a U.S. resident alien who is relying on an exception
contained in the saving clause of a tax treaty to claim an exemption
from U.S. tax on certain types of income, you must attach a statement
to Form W-9 that specifies the following five items:
1. The treaty country. Generally, this must be the same treaty under
which you claimed exemption from tax as a nonresident alien.
2. The treaty article addressing the income.
3. The article number (or location) in the tax treaty that contains the
saving clause and its exceptions.
4. The type and amount of income that qualifies for the exemption
from tax.
5. Sufficient facts to justify the exemption from tax under the terms of
the treaty article.
Example. Article 20 of the U.S.-China income tax treaty allows an
exemption from tax for scholarship income received by a Chinese
student temporarily present in the United States. Under U.S. law, this
student will become a resident alien for tax purposes if his or her stay in
the United States exceeds 5 calendar years. However, paragraph 2 of
the first Protocol to the U.S.-China treaty (dated April 30, 1984) allows
the provisions of Article 20 to continue to apply even after the Chinese
student becomes a resident alien of the United States. A Chinese
student who qualifies for this exception (under paragraph 2 of the first
protocol) and is relying on this exception to claim an exemption from tax
on his or her scholarship or fellowship income would attach to Form
W-9 a statement that includes the information described above to
support that exemption.
If you are a nonresident alien or a foreign entity not subject to backup
withholding, give the requester the appropriate completed Form W-8.
What is backup withholding? Persons making certain payments to you
must under certain conditions withhold and pay to the IRS a percentage
of such payments. This is called “backup withholding.” Payments that
may be subject to backup withholding include interest, tax-exempt
interest, dividends, broker and barter exchange transactions, rents,
royalties, nonemployee pay, and certain payments from fishing boat
operators. Real estate transactions are not subject to backup
withholding.
You will not be subject to backup withholding on payments you
receive if you give the requester your correct TIN, make the proper
certifications, and report all your taxable interest and dividends on your
tax return.

Payments you receive will be subject to backup
withholding if:
1. You do not furnish your TIN to the requester,
2. You do not certify your TIN when required (see the Part II
instructions on page 3 for details),
3. The IRS tells the requester that you furnished an incorrect TIN,
4. The IRS tells you that you are subject to backup withholding
because you did not report all your interest and dividends on your tax
return (for reportable interest and dividends only), or
5. You do not certify to the requester that you are not subject to
backup withholding under 4 above (for reportable interest and dividend
accounts opened after 1983 only).

Certain payees and payments are exempt from backup withholding.
See the instructions below and the separate Instructions for the
Requester of Form W-9.
Also see Special rules for partnerships on page 1.

Updating Your Information
You must provide updated information to any person to whom you
claimed to be an exempt payee if you are no longer an exempt payee
and anticipate receiving reportable payments in the future from this
person. For example, you may need to provide updated information if
you are a C corporation that elects to be an S corporation, or if you no
longer are tax exempt. In addition, you must furnish a new Form W-9 if
the name or TIN changes for the account, for example, if the grantor of a
grantor trust dies.

Penalties
Failure to furnish TIN. If you fail to furnish your correct TIN to a
requester, you are subject to a penalty of $50 for each such failure
unless your failure is due to reasonable cause and not to willful neglect.
Civil penalty for false information with respect to withholding. If you
make a false statement with no reasonable basis that results in no
backup withholding, you are subject to a $500 penalty.
Criminal penalty for falsifying information. Willfully falsifying
certifications or affirmations may subject you to criminal penalties
including fines and/or imprisonment.
Misuse of TINs. If the requester discloses or uses TINs in violation of
federal law, the requester may be subject to civil and criminal penalties.

Specific Instructions
Name
If you are an individual, you must generally enter the name shown on
your income tax return. However, if you have changed your last name,
for instance, due to marriage without informing the Social Security
Administration of the name change, enter your first name, the last name
shown on your social security card, and your new last name.
If the account is in joint names, list first, and then circle, the name of
the person or entity whose number you entered in Part I of the form.
Sole proprietor. Enter your individual name as shown on your income
tax return on the “Name” line. You may enter your business, trade, or
“doing business as (DBA)” name on the “Business name/disregarded
entity name” line.
Partnership, C Corporation, or S Corporation. Enter the entity's name
on the “Name” line and any business, trade, or “doing business as
(DBA) name” on the “Business name/disregarded entity name” line.
Disregarded entity. Enter the owner's name on the “Name” line. The
name of the entity entered on the “Name” line should never be a
disregarded entity. The name on the “Name” line must be the name
shown on the income tax return on which the income will be reported.
For example, if a foreign LLC that is treated as a disregarded entity for
U.S. federal tax purposes has a domestic owner, the domestic owner's
name is required to be provided on the “Name” line. If the direct owner
of the entity is also a disregarded entity, enter the first owner that is not
disregarded for federal tax purposes. Enter the disregarded entity's
name on the “Business name/disregarded entity name” line. If the owner
of the disregarded entity is a foreign person, you must complete an
appropriate Form W-8.
Note. Check the appropriate box for the federal tax classification of the
person whose name is entered on the “Name” line (Individual/sole
proprietor, Partnership, C Corporation, S Corporation, Trust/estate).
Limited Liability Company (LLC). If the person identified on the
“Name” line is an LLC, check the “Limited liability company” box only
and enter the appropriate code for the tax classification in the space
provided. If you are an LLC that is treated as a partnership for federal
tax purposes, enter “P” for partnership. If you are an LLC that has filed a
Form 8832 or a Form 2553 to be taxed as a corporation, enter “C” for
C corporation or “S” for S corporation. If you are an LLC that is
disregarded as an entity separate from its owner under Regulation
section 301.7701-3 (except for employment and excise tax), do not
check the LLC box unless the owner of the LLC (required to be
identified on the “Name” line) is another LLC that is not disregarded for
federal tax purposes. If the LLC is disregarded as an entity separate
from its owner, enter the appropriate tax classification of the owner
identified on the “Name” line.
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Other entities. Enter your business name as shown on required federal
tax documents on the “Name” line. This name should match the name
shown on the charter or other legal document creating the entity. You
may enter any business, trade, or DBA name on the “Business name/
disregarded entity name” line.

Exempt Payee
If you are exempt from backup withholding, enter your name as
described above and check the appropriate box for your status, then
check the “Exempt payee” box in the line following the “Business name/
disregarded entity name,” sign and date the form.
Generally, individuals (including sole proprietors) are not exempt from
backup withholding. Corporations are exempt from backup withholding
for certain payments, such as interest and dividends.
Note. If you are exempt from backup withholding, you should still
complete this form to avoid possible erroneous backup withholding.
The following payees are exempt from backup withholding:
1. An organization exempt from tax under section 501(a), any IRA, or a
custodial account under section 403(b)(7) if the account satisfies the
requirements of section 401(f)(2),
2. The United States or any of its agencies or instrumentalities,
3. A state, the District of Columbia, a possession of the United States,
or any of their political subdivisions or instrumentalities,
4. A foreign government or any of its political subdivisions, agencies,
or instrumentalities, or
5. An international organization or any of its agencies or
instrumentalities.
Other payees that may be exempt from backup withholding include:
6. A corporation,
7. A foreign central bank of issue,
8. A dealer in securities or commodities required to register in the
United States, the District of Columbia, or a possession of the United
States,
9. A futures commission merchant registered with the Commodity
Futures Trading Commission,
10. A real estate investment trust,
11. An entity registered at all times during the tax year under the
Investment Company Act of 1940,
12. A common trust fund operated by a bank under section 584(a),
13. A financial institution,
14. A middleman known in the investment community as a nominee or
custodian, or
15. A trust exempt from tax under section 664 or described in section
4947.
The following chart shows types of payments that may be exempt
from backup withholding. The chart applies to the exempt payees listed
above, 1 through 15.
IF the payment is for . . .

THEN the payment is exempt
for . . .

Interest and dividend payments

All exempt payees except
for 9

Broker transactions

Exempt payees 1 through 5 and 7
through 13. Also, C corporations.

Barter exchange transactions and
patronage dividends

Exempt payees 1 through 5

Payments over $600 required to be Generally, exempt payees
reported and direct sales over
1 through 7 2
1
$5,000
1
2

See Form 1099-MISC, Miscellaneous Income, and its instructions.
However, the following payments made to a corporation and reportable on Form
1099-MISC are not exempt from backup withholding: medical and health care
payments, attorneys' fees, gross proceeds paid to an attorney, and payments for
services paid by a federal executive agency.

Part I. Taxpayer Identification Number (TIN)
Enter your TIN in the appropriate box. If you are a resident alien and
you do not have and are not eligible to get an SSN, your TIN is your IRS
individual taxpayer identification number (ITIN). Enter it in the social
security number box. If you do not have an ITIN, see How to get a TIN
below.
If you are a sole proprietor and you have an EIN, you may enter either
your SSN or EIN. However, the IRS prefers that you use your SSN.
If you are a single-member LLC that is disregarded as an entity
separate from its owner (see Limited Liability Company (LLC) on page 2),
enter the owner’s SSN (or EIN, if the owner has one). Do not enter the
disregarded entity’s EIN. If the LLC is classified as a corporation or
partnership, enter the entity’s EIN.
Note. See the chart on page 4 for further clarification of name and TIN
combinations.
How to get a TIN. If you do not have a TIN, apply for one immediately.
To apply for an SSN, get Form SS-5, Application for a Social Security
Card, from your local Social Security Administration office or get this
form online at www.ssa.gov. You may also get this form by calling
1-800-772-1213. Use Form W-7, Application for IRS Individual Taxpayer
Identification Number, to apply for an ITIN, or Form SS-4, Application for
Employer Identification Number, to apply for an EIN. You can apply for
an EIN online by accessing the IRS website at www.irs.gov/businesses
and clicking on Employer Identification Number (EIN) under Starting a
Business. You can get Forms W-7 and SS-4 from the IRS by visiting
IRS.gov or by calling 1-800-TAX-FORM (1-800-829-3676).
If you are asked to complete Form W-9 but do not have a TIN, write
“Applied For” in the space for the TIN, sign and date the form, and give
it to the requester. For interest and dividend payments, and certain
payments made with respect to readily tradable instruments, generally
you will have 60 days to get a TIN and give it to the requester before you
are subject to backup withholding on payments. The 60-day rule does
not apply to other types of payments. You will be subject to backup
withholding on all such payments until you provide your TIN to the
requester.
Note. Entering “Applied For” means that you have already applied for a
TIN or that you intend to apply for one soon.
Caution: A disregarded domestic entity that has a foreign owner must
use the appropriate Form W-8.

Part II. Certification
To establish to the withholding agent that you are a U.S. person, or
resident alien, sign Form W-9. You may be requested to sign by the
withholding agent even if item 1, below, and items 4 and 5 on page 4
indicate otherwise.
For a joint account, only the person whose TIN is shown in Part I
should sign (when required). In the case of a disregarded entity, the
person identified on the “Name” line must sign. Exempt payees, see
Exempt Payee on page 3.
Signature requirements. Complete the certification as indicated in
items 1 through 3, below, and items 4 and 5 on page 4.
1. Interest, dividend, and barter exchange accounts opened
before 1984 and broker accounts considered active during 1983.
You must give your correct TIN, but you do not have to sign the
certification.
2. Interest, dividend, broker, and barter exchange accounts
opened after 1983 and broker accounts considered inactive during
1983. You must sign the certification or backup withholding will apply. If
you are subject to backup withholding and you are merely providing
your correct TIN to the requester, you must cross out item 2 in the
certification before signing the form.
3. Real estate transactions. You must sign the certification. You may
cross out item 2 of the certification.
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4. Other payments. You must give your correct TIN, but you do not
have to sign the certification unless you have been notified that you
have previously given an incorrect TIN. “Other payments” include
payments made in the course of the requester’s trade or business for
rents, royalties, goods (other than bills for merchandise), medical and
health care services (including payments to corporations), payments to
a nonemployee for services, payments to certain fishing boat crew
members and fishermen, and gross proceeds paid to attorneys
(including payments to corporations).
5. Mortgage interest paid by you, acquisition or abandonment of
secured property, cancellation of debt, qualified tuition program
payments (under section 529), IRA, Coverdell ESA, Archer MSA or
HSA contributions or distributions, and pension distributions. You
must give your correct TIN, but you do not have to sign the certification.

What Name and Number To Give the Requester
For this type of account:

Give name and SSN of:

1. Individual
2. Two or more individuals (joint
account)

The individual
The actual owner of the account or,
if combined funds, the first
1
individual on the account

3. Custodian account of a minor
(Uniform Gift to Minors Act)

The minor

4. a. The usual revocable savings
trust (grantor is also trustee)
b. So-called trust account that is
not a legal or valid trust under
state law
5. Sole proprietorship or disregarded
entity owned by an individual
6. Grantor trust filing under Optional
Form 1099 Filing Method 1 (see
Regulation section 1.671-4(b)(2)(i)(A))
For this type of account:

The grantor-trustee

7. Disregarded entity not owned by an
individual
8. A valid trust, estate, or pension trust

The owner

2

The actual owner
The owner

The grantor*

Give name and EIN of:

Legal entity

4

The corporation

13. Account with the Department of
Agriculture in the name of a public
entity (such as a state or local
government, school district, or
prison) that receives agricultural
program payments
14. Grantor trust filing under the Form
1041 Filing Method or the Optional
Form 1099 Filing Method 2 (see
Regulation section 1.671-4(b)(2)(i)(B))

The public entity

2
3

1

3

9. Corporation or LLC electing
corporate status on Form 8832 or
Form 2553
10. Association, club, religious,
charitable, educational, or other
tax-exempt organization
11. Partnership or multi-member LLC
12. A broker or registered nominee

1

1

The organization

The partnership
The broker or nominee

Note. If no name is circled when more than one name is listed, the
number will be considered to be that of the first name listed.

Secure Your Tax Records from Identity Theft
Identity theft occurs when someone uses your personal information
such as your name, social security number (SSN), or other identifying
information, without your permission, to commit fraud or other crimes.
An identity thief may use your SSN to get a job or may file a tax return
using your SSN to receive a refund.
To reduce your risk:
• Protect your SSN,
• Ensure your employer is protecting your SSN, and
• Be careful when choosing a tax preparer.
If your tax records are affected by identity theft and you receive a
notice from the IRS, respond right away to the name and phone number
printed on the IRS notice or letter.
If your tax records are not currently affected by identity theft but you
think you are at risk due to a lost or stolen purse or wallet, questionable
credit card activity or credit report, contact the IRS Identity Theft Hotline
at 1-800-908-4490 or submit Form 14039.
For more information, see Publication 4535, Identity Theft Prevention
and Victim Assistance.
Victims of identity theft who are experiencing economic harm or a
system problem, or are seeking help in resolving tax problems that have
not been resolved through normal channels, may be eligible for
Taxpayer Advocate Service (TAS) assistance. You can reach TAS by
calling the TAS toll-free case intake line at 1-877-777-4778 or TTY/TDD
1-800-829-4059.
Protect yourself from suspicious emails or phishing schemes.
Phishing is the creation and use of email and websites designed to
mimic legitimate business emails and websites. The most common act
is sending an email to a user falsely claiming to be an established
legitimate enterprise in an attempt to scam the user into surrendering
private information that will be used for identity theft.
The IRS does not initiate contacts with taxpayers via emails. Also, the
IRS does not request personal detailed information through email or ask
taxpayers for the PIN numbers, passwords, or similar secret access
information for their credit card, bank, or other financial accounts.
If you receive an unsolicited email claiming to be from the IRS,
forward this message to phishing@irs.gov. You may also report misuse
of the IRS name, logo, or other IRS property to the Treasury Inspector
General for Tax Administration at 1-800-366-4484. You can forward
suspicious emails to the Federal Trade Commission at: spam@uce.gov
or contact them at www.ftc.gov/idtheft or 1-877-IDTHEFT
(1-877-438-4338).
Visit IRS.gov to learn more about identity theft and how to reduce
your risk.

The trust

List first and circle the name of the person whose number you furnish. If only one person on a
joint account has an SSN, that person’s number must be furnished.
Circle the minor’s name and furnish the minor’s SSN.
You must show your individual name and you may also enter your business or “DBA” name on
the “Business name/disregarded entity” name line. You may use either your SSN or EIN (if you
have one), but the IRS encourages you to use your SSN.

4

List first and circle the name of the trust, estate, or pension trust. (Do not furnish the TIN of the
personal representative or trustee unless the legal entity itself is not designated in the account
title.) Also see Special rules for partnerships on page 1.
*Note. Grantor also must provide a Form W-9 to trustee of trust.

Privacy Act Notice
Section 6109 of the Internal Revenue Code requires you to provide your correct TIN to persons (including federal agencies) who are required to file information returns with
the IRS to report interest, dividends, or certain other income paid to you; mortgage interest you paid; the acquisition or abandonment of secured property; the cancellation
of debt; or contributions you made to an IRA, Archer MSA, or HSA. The person collecting this form uses the information on the form to file information returns with the IRS,
reporting the above information. Routine uses of this information include giving it to the Department of Justice for civil and criminal litigation and to cities, states, the District
of Columbia, and U.S. possessions for use in administering their laws. The information also may be disclosed to other countries under a treaty, to federal and state agencies
to enforce civil and criminal laws, or to federal law enforcement and intelligence agencies to combat terrorism. You must provide your TIN whether or not you are required to
file a tax return. Under section 3406, payers must generally withhold a percentage of taxable interest, dividend, and certain other payments to a payee who does not give a
TIN to the payer. Certain penalties may also apply for providing false or fraudulent information.
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APPENDIX B
FEE SCHEDULE
LADWP
“Fee Schedule”

RFP No.

Page ___ of ___

Name of Proposer

Division(s)/Locations(s) Where Services
are to be Performed

Home Office Address

Contract No.

Services to be Performed

Total Amount of Proposal

$
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF COST ELEMENTS
1. Direct Labor (Specify)

Estimated Hours

Rate/Hour

Total Direct Labor
2. Subcontractors/Suppliers**

Estimate Cost ($)

Estimate Cost

Total Subcontractors/Suppliers
3. Other Direct Costs*
TOTAL ESTIMATED PRICE PROPOSAL
*Itemize on second page of the “Fee Schedule”
**Attach “Fee Schedule” for all proposed subcontractors/suppliers

1 of 2

Total Estimate
Cost

LADWP
“Fee Schedule”

Contract Pricing Proposal

Page ___ of ___

SUPPORTING SCHEDULE
Item No.

Estimate Cost
($)

Item Description

Type Name and Title

Signature

Name of Firm

Date of Submission

2 of 2

APPENDIX C
CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH CHILD SUPPORT OBLIGATIONS

City of Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power

CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH CHILD SUPPORT
OBLIGATIONS
This document must be returned with the Proposal/Bid Response
The Undersigned hereby agrees that ____________________________________ will:
Name of Business
1. Fully comply with all applicable State and Federal employment reporting
requirements for its employees.
2. Fully comply with and implement all lawfully served Wages and Earnings
Assignment Orders and Notices of Assignment.
3. Certify that the principal owner(s) of the business are in compliance with any Wage
and Earnings Assignment Orders and Notices of Assignment applicable to them
personally. “Principal owner” means any person who owns an interest of 10 percent
or more of the business or of a subcontractor assigned to City work. If there are no
principal owners, please so indicate with an X here: _____(no principal owners)
4. Certify that the business will maintain compliance with Child Support Obligations
Ordinance provisions.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and was executed at:
_______________________________________________________
City/County/State
_______________________________________________________
Date
Please check if company has already submitted to DWP
certification relative to Child Support Obligations Ordinance.

________________________________________________________________________
Name of Business
Address

________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Authorized Officer or Representative
Print Name
_______________________________________________________________________
Title
Telephone Number

Rev. 03-09

APPENDIX D
NON-DISCRIMINATION AND
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES

CITY OF LOS ANGELES
NONDISCRIMINATION ● EQUAL EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES
CONSTRUCTION & NON-CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTOR
Los Angeles Administrative Code (LAAC), Division 10, Chapter 1, Article 1, Section 10.8 stipulates that the City of Los Angeles, in letting and
awarding contracts for the provision to it or on its behalf of goods or services of any kind or nature, intends to deal only with those contractors
that comply with the non-discrimination and Affirmative Action provisions of the laws of the United States of America, the State of California
and the City of Los Angeles. The City and each of its awarding authorities shall therefore require that any person, firm, corporation, partnership
or combination thereof, that contracts with the City for services, materials or supplies, shall not discriminate in any of its hiring or employment
practices, shall comply with all provisions pertaining to nondiscrimination in hiring and employment, and shall require Affirmative Action
Programs in contracts in accordance with the provisions of the LAAC. The awarding authority and/or Office of Contract Compliance of the
Department of Public Works shall monitor and inspect the activities of each such contractor to determine that they are in compliance with the
provisions of this chapter.

I.

Los Angeles Administrative Code Section 10.8.2 All Contracts: Non-discrimination Clause
Notwithstanding any other provision of any ordinance of the City of Los Angeles to the contrary, every contract which is let, awarded or entered
into with or on behalf of the City of Los Angeles, shall contain by insertion therein a provision obligating the contractor in the performance of
such contract not to discriminate in his or her employment practices against any employee or applicant for employment because of the applicant’s
race, religion, national origin, ancestry, sex, sexual orientation, age, disability, marital status, domestic partner status, or medical condition. All
contractors who enter into such contracts with the City shall include a like provision in all subcontracts awarded for work to be performed under
the contract with the City. Failure of the contractor to comply with this requirement or to obtain the compliance of its subcontractors with such
obligations shall subject the contractor to the imposition of any and all sanctions allowed by law, including but not limited to termination of the
contractor’s contract with the City.

II.

Los Angeles Administrative Code Section 10.8.3. Equal Employment Practices Provisions
Every non-construction contract with or on behalf of the City of Los Angeles for which the consideration is $1,000 or more, and every
construction contract for which the consideration is $1,000 or more, shall contain the following provisions, which shall be designated as the
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES provision of such contract:
A. During the performance of this contract, the contractor agrees and represents that it will provide equal employment practices and the
contractor and each subcontractor hereunder will ensure that in his or her employment practices persons are employed and employees are treated
equally and without regard to or because of race, religion, ancestry, national origin, sex, sexual orientation, age, disability, marital status or
medical condition.
1.

This provision applies to work or service performed or materials manufactured or assembled in the United States.

2. Nothing in this section shall require or prohibit the establishment of new classifications of employees in any given craft, work or service
category.
3. The contractor agrees to post a copy of Paragraph A hereof in conspicuous places at its place of business available to employees and
applicants for employment.
B. The contractor will, in all solicitations or advertisements for employees placed by or on behalf of the contractor, state that all qualified
applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to their race, religion, ancestry, national origin, sex, sexual orientation, age,
disability, marital status or medical condition.
C. As part of the City’s supplier registration process, and/or at the request of the awarding authority, or the Board of Public Works, Office
of Contract Compliance, the contractor shall certify in the specified format that he or she has not discriminated in the performance of City
contracts against any employee or applicant for employment on the basis or because of race, religion, national origin, ancestry, sex, sexual
orientation, age, disability, marital status or medical condition.
D.
The contractor shall permit access to and may be required to provide certified copies of all of his or her records pertaining to
employment and to employment practices by the awarding authority or the Office of Contract Compliance for the purpose of investigation to
ascertain compliance with the Equal Employment Practices provisions of City contracts. On their or either of their request the contractor shall
provide evidence that he or she has or will comply therewith.
E. The failure of any contractor to comply with the Equal Employment Practices provisions of this contract may be deemed to be a material
breach of City contracts. Such failure shall only be established upon a finding to that effect by the awarding authority, on the basis of its own
investigation or that of the Board of Public Works, Office of Contract Compliance. No such finding shall be made or penalties assessed except
upon a full and fair hearing after notice and an opportunity to be heard has been given to the contractor.
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F. Upon a finding duly made that the contractor has failed to comply with the Equal Employment Practices provisions of a City contract,
the contract may be forthwith canceled, terminated or suspended, in whole or in part, by the awarding authority, and all monies due or to become
due hereunder may be forwarded to and retained by the City of Los Angeles. In addition thereto, such failure to comply may be the basis for a
determination by the awarding authority or the Board of Public Works that the said contractor is an irresponsible bidder or proposer pursuant to
the provisions of Section 371 of the Charter of the City of Los Angeles. In the event of such a determination, such contractor shall be disqualified
from being awarded a contract with the City of Los Angeles for a period of two years, or until the contractor shall establish and carry out a
program in conformance with the provisions hereof.
G. Notwithstanding any other provision of this contract, the City of Los Angeles shall have any and all other remedies at law or in equity
for any breach hereof.
H. The Board of Public Works shall promulgate rules and regulations through the Office of Contract Compliance, and provide necessary
forms and required language to the awarding authorities to be included in City Request for Bids or Request for Proposal packages or in supplier
registration requirements for the implementation of the Equal Employment Practices provisions of this contract, and such rules and regulations
and forms shall, so far as practicable, be similar to those adopted in applicable Federal Executive orders. No other rules, regulations or forms may
be used by an awarding authority of the City to accomplish the contract compliance program.
I.

Nothing contained in this contract shall be construed in any manner so as to require or permit any act which is prohibited by law.

J. At the time a supplier registers to do business with the City, or when an individual bid or proposal is submitted, the contractor shall agree
to adhere to the Equal Employment Practices specified herein during the performance or conduct of City Contracts.
K. Equal Employment Practices shall, without limitation as to the subject or nature of employment activity, be concerned with such
employment practices as:
1.

Hiring practices;

2.

Apprenticeships where such approved programs arefunctioning, and other on-the-job training for non-apprenticeable occupations;

3.

Training and promotional opportunities; and

4.

Reasonable accommodations for persons with disabilities.

L. All contractors subject to the provisions of this section shall include a like provision in all subcontracts awarded for work to be performed
under the contract with the City and shall impose the same obligations, including but not limited to filing and reporting obligations, on the
subcontractors as are applicable to the contractor. Failure of the contractor to comply with this requirement or to obtain the compliance of its
subcontractors with all such obligations shall subject the contractor to the imposition of any and all sanctions allowed by law, including but not
limited to termination of the contractor’s contract with the City.

Equal Employment Practices Provisions Certification – The Contractor by its signature
affixed hereto declares under penalty of perjury that:
1.
The Contractor has read the Nondiscrimination Clause in Section I above and certifies that it will adhere to the practices in the performance
of all contracts.
2.
The Contractor has read the Equal Employment Practices Provisions as contained in Section II above and certifies that it will adhere to the
practices in the performance of any construction contract or non-construction contract of $1,000 or more.

COMPANY NAME

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

NAME AND TITLE (TYPE OR PRINT)

CITY, COUNTY, STATE, ZIP

TELEPHONE/E-MAIL
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APPENDIX E
EQUAL BENEFITS ORDINANCE
COMPLIANCE AFFIDAVIT

City of Los Angeles
Department of Public Works
Bureau of Contract Administration
Office of Contract Compliance
1149 S. Broadway, Suite 300, Los Angeles, CA 90015
Phone: (213) 847-2625 E-mail: bca.eeoe@lacity.org

EQUAL BENEFITS ORDINANCE COMPLIANCE AFFIDAVIT
Prime contractors must certify compliance with Los Angeles Administrative Code (LAAC) Section
10.8.2.1 et seq. prior to the execution of a City agreement subject to the Equal Benefits Ordinance (EBO).
SECTION 1. CONTACT INFORMATION
Company Name: ________________________________________________________________________
Company Address: ______________________________________________________________________
City: ______________________________________ State: ____________ Zip: _____________________
Contact Person: _____________________ Phone: _______________ E-mail: _____________________
Approximate Number of Employees in the United States: _______________________________________
Approximate Number of Employees in the City of Los Angeles: __________________________________
SECTION 2. EBO REQUIREMENTS
The EBO requires City Contractors who provide benefits to employees with spouses to provide the same
benefits to employees with domestic partners. Domestic Partner means any two adults, of the same or
different sex, who have registered as domestic partners with a governmental entity pursuant to state or local
law authorizing this registration, or with an internal registry maintained by the employer of at least one of
the domestic partners.
Unless otherwise exempt, the contractor is subject to and shall comply with the EBO as follows:
A.
B.
C.

The contractor’s operations located within the City limits, regardless of whether there are
employees at those locations performing work on the City Contract; and
The contractor’s operations located outside of the City limits if the property is owned by the
City or the City has a right to occupy the property, and if the contractor’s presence at or on the
property is connected to a Contract with the City; and
The Contractor’s employees located elsewhere in the United States, but outside of the City
Limits, if those employees are performing work on the City Contract.

A Contractor must post a copy of the following statement in conspicuous places at its place of business
available to employees and applicants for employment:
“During the performance of a Contract with the City of Los Angeles, the Contractor will provide equal
benefits to its employees with spouses and its employees with domestic partners.”
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SECTION 3. COMPLIANCE OPTIONS
I have read and understand the provisions of the Equal Benefits Ordinance and have determined that this
company will comply as indicated below:

□……. I have no employees.
□……. I provide no benefits.
□……. I provide benefits to employees only. Employees are prohibited from enrolling their spouse or
domestic partner.

□……. I provide equal benefits as required by the City of Los Angeles EBO.
□……. I provide employees with a “Cash Equivalent.” Note: The “Cash Equivalent” is the amount of
money equivalent to what your company pays for spousal benefits that are unavailable for
domestic partners, or vice versa.

□……. All or some employees are covered by a collective bargaining agreement (CBA) or union trust
fund. Consequently, I will provide Equal Benefits to all non-union represented employees, subject
to the EBO, and will propose to the affected unions that they incorporate the requirements of the
EBO into their CBA upon amendment, extension, or other modification of the CBA.

□……. Health

benefits currently provided do not comply with the EBO. However, I will make the
necessary changes to provide Equal Benefits upon my next Open Enrollment period which begins
on (Date) _____________________.

□……. Our current company policies, i.e., family leave, bereavement leave, etc., do not comply with the
provisions of the EBO. However, I will make the necessary modifications within three (3) months
from the date of this affidavit.
SECTION 4. DECLARATION UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY
I understand that I am required to permit the City of Los Angeles access to and upon request, must provide
certified copies of all company records pertaining to benefits, policies and practices for the purpose of
investigation or to ascertain compliance with the Equal Benefits Ordinance. Furthermore, I understand that
failure to comply with LAAC Section 10.8.2.1 et seq., Equal Benefits Ordinance may be deemed a material
breach of any City contract by the Awarding Authority. The Awarding Authority may cancel, terminate or
suspend in whole or in part, the contract; monies due or to become due under a contract may be retained by
the City until compliance is achieved. The City may also pursue any and all other remedies at law or in
equity for any breach. The City may use the failure to comply with the Equal Benefits Ordinance as
evidence against the Contractor in actions taken pursuant to the provisions of the LAAC Section 10.40, et
seq., Contractor Responsibility Ordinance.

__________________________will comply with the Equal Benefits Ordinance requirements
Company Name

as indicated above prior to executing a contract with the City of Los Angeles and will comply for the entire
duration of the contract(s).
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and
correct, and that I am authorized to bind this entity contractually.
Executed this_______day of ________________, in the year 20____, at____________________, _______
(City)

_________________________________
Signature

_________________________________
Name of Signatory (please print)

_________________________________
Title
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(State)

______________________________
Mailing Address

______________________________
City, State, Zip Code

______________________________
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APPENDIX F
PLEDGE OF COMPLIANCE WITH CONTRACTOR RESPONSIBILITY AND RESPONSIBILITY
QUESTIONNAIRE

CITY OF LOS ANGELES
PLEDGE OF COMPLIANCE WITH CONTRACTOR RESPONSIBILITY
Los Angeles Administrative Code (LAAC) Section 10.40 et seq. (Contractor Responsibility Ordinance) provides
that, unless specifically exempt, City contractors working under service contracts of at least $25,000 and three
months, contracts for the purchase of goods and products of at least $100,000, contracts for the purchase of
garments of at least $25,000, and construction contracts of any amount; public lessees; public licensees; and
certain recipients of City financial assistance or City grant funds, shall comply with all applicable provisions of
the Ordinance. Upon award of a City contract, public lease, public license, financial assistance or grant, the
contractor, public lessee, public licensee, City financial assistance recipient, or grant recipient, and any its
subcontractor(s), shall submit this Pledge of Compliance to the awarding authority.
The contractor agrees to comply with the Contractor Responsibility Ordinance and the following provisions:
(a) To comply with all federal, state, and local laws in the performance of the contract, including but not limited
to laws regarding health and safety, labor and employment, wage and hours, and licensing laws, which
affect employees.
(b) To notify the awarding authority within 30 calendar days after receiving notification that any governmental
agency has initiated an investigation which may result in a finding that the contractor did not comply with
any federal, state, or local law in the performance of the contract, including but not limited to laws regarding
health and safety, labor and employment, wage and hours, and licensing laws, which affect employees.
(c) To notify the awarding authority within 30 calendar days of all findings by a governmental agency or court of
competent jurisdiction that the contractor has violated any federal, state, or local law in the performance of
the contract, including but not limited to laws regarding health and safety, labor and employment, wage and
hours, and licensing laws which affect employees.
(d) If applicable, to provide the awarding authority, within 30 calendar days, updated responses to the
Responsibility Questionnaire if any change occurs which would change any response contained within the
Responsibility Questionnaire and such change would affect the contractor’s fitness and ability to continue
the contract.
(e) To ensure that subcontractors working on the City agreement (including contractors or subcontractors of a
public lessee, licensee, sublessee, or sublicensee that perform or assist in performing services on the
leased or licensed premises) shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws in the performance of the
contract, including but not limited to laws regarding health and safety, labor and employment, wage and
hours, and licensing laws, which affect employees.
(f) To ensure that subcontractors working on the City agreement (including contractors or subcontractors of a
public lessee, licensee, sublessee, sublicensee that perform or assist in performing services on the leased
or licensed premises) submit a Pledge of Compliance.
(g) To ensure that subcontractors working on the City agreement (including contractors or subcontractors of a
public lessee, licensee, sublessee, or sublicensee that perform or assist in performing services on the
leased or licensed premises) shall comply with paragraphs (b) and (c).
Failure to complete and submit this form to the Awarding Authority may result in withholding of
payments by the City Controller, or contract termination.
Company Name, Address and Phone Number
Signature of Officer or Authorized Representative

Date

Print Name and Title of Officer or Authorized Representative

Awarding City Department
SRIS/CRO-3, Pledge of Compliance (Rev. 5/25/04)

Contact Number
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES
RESPONSIBILITY QUESTIONNAIRE
RESPONSES TO THE QUESTIONS CONTAINED IN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE MUST BE SUBMITTED ON THIS FORM.

In responding to the Questionnaire, neither the City form, nor any of the questions contained therein,
may be retyped, recreated, modified, altered, or changed in any way, in whole or in part. Bidders or
Proposers that submit responses on a form that has been retyped, recreated, modified, altered, or
changed in any way shall be deemed non-responsive.
The signatory of this Questionnaire guarantees the truth and accuracy of all statements and answers to the
questions herein. Failure to complete and return this questionnaire, any false statements, or failure to answer
(a) question(s) when required, may render the bid/proposal non-responsive. All responses must be typewritten
or printed in ink. Where an explanation is required or where additional space is needed to explain an answer,
use the Responsibility Questionnaire Attachments. Submit the completed form and all attachments to the
awarding authority. Retain a copy of this completed form for future reference. Contractors must submit
updated information to the awarding authority if changes have occurred that would render any of the responses
inaccurate in any way. Updates must be submitted to the awarding authority within 30 days of the change(s).
A. CONTACT INFORMATION
CITY DEPARTMENT INFORMATION
City Department/Division Awarding Contract

City Contact Person

Phone

City Bid or Contract Number (if applicable) and Project Title

BIDDER/CONTRACTOR INFORMATION
Bidder/Proposer Business Name
Street Address

City

Contact Person, Title

State
Phone

Zip
Fax

TYPE OF SUBMISSION:
The Questionnaire being submitted is:

□ An initial submission of a completed Questionnaire.
□ An update of a prior Questionnaire dated ______/______/______.
□ No change. I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that there has been no
change to any of the responses since the last Responsibility Questionnaire dated ______/______/______
was submitted by the firm. Attach a copy of that Questionnaire and sign below.
Print Name, Title

Signature

Date

TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES SUBMITTED, INCLUDING ALL ATTACHMENTS: ___________
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B. BUSINESS ORGANIZATION/STRUCTURE
Indicate the organizational structure of your firm. “Firm” includes a sole proprietorship, corporation, joint
venture, consortium, association, or any combination thereof.

□ Corporation: Date incorporated: _____/_____/_____

State of incorporation: ____________

List the corporation’s current officers.
President:
Vice President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:

□

Check the box only if your firm is a publicly traded corporation.
List those who own 5% or more of the corporation’s stocks. Use Attachment A if more space is needed.
Publicly traded corporations need not list the owners of 5% or more of the corporation’s stocks.

□ Limited Liability Company: Date of formation: _____/_____/_____

State of formation: ____________
List members who own 5% or more of the company. Use Attachment A if more space is needed.

□ Partnership: Date formed: _____/_____/_____

State of formation: ____________
List all partners in your firm. Use Attachment A if more space is needed.

□ Sole Proprietorship:

Date started: _____/_____/_____
List any firm(s) that you have been associated with as an owner, partner, or officer for the last five years.
Use Attachment A if more space is needed. Do not include ownership of stock in a publicly traded
company in your response to this question.

□ Joint Venture:

Date formed: _____/_____/_____
List: (1) each firm that is a member of the joint venture and (2) the percentage of ownership the firm will
have in the joint venture. Use Attachment A if more space is needed. Each member of the Joint
Venture must complete a separate Questionnaire for the Joint Venture’s submission to be
considered as responsive to the invitation.
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C. OWNERSHIP AND NAME CHANGES
1. Is your firm a subsidiary, parent, holding company, or affiliate of another firm?

□ Yes

□ No

If Yes, explain on Attachment A the relationship between your firm and the associated firms. Include
information about an affiliated firm only if one firm owns 50% or more of another firm, or if an owner,
partner or officer of your firm holds a similar position in another firm.
2. Has any of the firm’s owners, partners, or officers operated a similar business in the past five years?

□ Yes

□ No

If Yes, list on Attachment A the names and addresses of all such businesses, and the person who
operated the business. Include information about a similar business only if an owner, partner or officer of
your firm holds a similar position in another firm.
3. Has the firm changed names in the past five years?

□ Yes

□ No

If Yes, list on Attachment A all prior names, addresses, and the dates they were used. Explain the reason
for each name change in the last five years.
4. Are any of your firm’s licenses held in the name of a corporation or partnership?

□ Yes

□ No

If Yes, list on Attachment A the name of the corporation or partnership that actually holds the license.

Bidders/Contractors must continue on to Section D and answer all remaining questions
contained in this Questionnaire.
The responses in this Questionnaire will not be made available to the public for review. This is not a
public document. [ CPCC §20101(a) ]
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D. FINANCIAL RESOURCES AND RESPONSIBILITY
5. Is your firm now, or has it ever been at any time in the last five years, the debtor in a bankruptcy case?

□ Yes

□ No

If Yes, explain on Attachment B the circumstances surrounding each instance.
6. Is your company in the process of, or in negotiations toward, being sold?

□ Yes

□ No

If Yes, explain the circumstances on Attachment B.
E. PERFORMANCE HISTORY
7. How many years has your firm been in business?

_________ Years.

8. Has your firm ever held any contracts with the City of Los Angeles or any of its departments?

□ Yes

□ No

If, Yes, list on an Attachment B all contracts your firm has had with the City of Los Angeles for the last 10
years. For each contract listed in response to this question, include: (a) entity name; (b) purpose of
contract; (c) total cost; (d) starting date; and (e) ending date.
9. List on Attachment B all contracts your firm has had with any private or governmental entity (other than the
City of Los Angeles) over the last five years that are similar to the work to be performed on the contract for
which you are bidding or proposing. For each contract listed in response to this question, include: (a) entity
name; (b) purpose of contract; (c) total cost; (d) starting date; and (e) ending date.

□ Check the box if you have not had any similar contracts in the last five years
10. In the past five years, has a governmental or private entity or individual terminated your firm’s contract prior
to completion of the contract?

□ Yes

□ No

If Yes, explain on Attachment B the circumstances surrounding each instance.
11. In the past five years, has your firm used any subcontractor to perform work on a government contract
when you knew that the subcontractor had been debarred by a governmental entity?

□ Yes

□ No

If Yes, explain on Attachment B the circumstances surrounding each instance.
12. In the past five years, has your firm been debarred or determined to be a non-responsible bidder or
contractor?

□ Yes

□ No

If Yes, explain on Attachment B the circumstances surrounding each instance.
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F. DISPUTES
13. In the past five years, has your firm been the defendant in court on a matter related to any of the following
issues? For parts (a) and (b) below, check Yes even if the matter proceeded to arbitration without court
litigation. For part (c), check Yes only if the matter proceeded to court litigation. If you answer Yes to any of
the questions below, explain the circumstances surrounding each instance on Attachment B. You must
include the following in your response: the name of the plaintiffs in each court case, the specific causes of
action in each case; the date each case was filed; and the disposition/current status of each case.
(a) Payment to subcontractors?

□ Yes

□ No

(b) Work performance on a contract?

□ Yes

□ No

(c) Employment-related litigation brought by an employee?

□ Yes

□ No

14. Does your firm have any outstanding judgements pending against it?

□ Yes

□ No

If Yes, explain on Attachment B the circumstances surrounding each instance.
15. In the past five years, has your firm been assessed liquidated damages on a contract?

□ Yes

□ No

If Yes, explain on Attachment B the circumstances surrounding each instance and identify all such
projects, the amount assessed and paid, and the name and address of the project owner.

G. COMPLIANCE
16. In the past five years, has your firm or any of its owners, partners or officers, ever been investigated, cited,
assessed any penalties, or been found to have violated any laws, rules, or regulations enforced or
administered, by any of the governmental entities listed on Attachment C (Page 9)? For this question, the
term “owner” does not include owners of stock in your firm if your firm is a publicly traded corporation.

□ Yes

□ No

If Yes, explain on Attachment B the circumstances surrounding each instance, including the entity that was
involved, the dates of such instances, and the outcome.
17. If a license is required to perform any services provided by your firm, in the past five years, has your firm,
or any person employed by your firm, been investigated, cited, assessed any penalties, subject to any
disciplinary action by a licensing agency, or found to have violated any licensing laws?

□ Yes

□ No

If Yes, explain on Attachment B the circumstances surrounding each instance in the last five years.
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18. In the past five years, has your firm, any of its owners, partners, or officers, ever been penalized or given a
letter of warning by the City of Los Angeles for failing to obtain authorization from the City for the
substitution of a Minority-owned (MBE), Women-owned (WBE), or Other (OBE) business enterprise?

□ Yes

□ No

If Yes, explain on Attachment B the circumstances surrounding each instance in the last five years.
H. BUSINESS INTEGRITY
19. For questions (a), (b), and (c) below, check Yes if the situation applies to your firm. For these questions,
the term “firm” includes any owners, partners, or officers in the firm. The term “owner” does not include
owners of stock in your firm if the firm is a publicly traded corporation. If you check Yes to any of the
questions below, explain on Attachment B the circumstances surrounding each instance.
(a) Is a governmental entity or public utility currently investigating your firm for making (a) false claim(s) or
material misrepresentation(s)?

□ Yes □ No
(b) In the past five years, has a governmental entity or public utility alleged or determined that your firm
made (a) false claim(s) or material misrepresentation(s)?

□ Yes □ No
(c) In the past five years, has your firm been convicted or found liable in a civil suit for, making (a) false
claim(s) or material misrepresentation(s) to any governmental entity or public utility?

□ Yes □ No
20. In the past five years, has your firm or any of its owners or officers been convicted of a crime involving the
bidding of a government contract, the awarding of a government contract, the performance of a
government contract, or the crime of fraud, theft, embezzlement, perjury, bribery? For this question, the
term “owner” does not include those who own stock in a publicly traded corporation.

□ Yes

□ No

If Yes, explain on Attachment B the circumstances surrounding each instance.

CERTIFICATION UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY
I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that I have read and understand the
questions contained in this questionnaire and the responses contained on all Attachments. I further certify that
I have provided full and complete answers to each question, and that all information provided in response to
this Questionnaire is true and accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Print Name, Title

Responsibility Questionnaire (Rev. 01/20/12)
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ATTACHMENT A FOR SECTIONS A THROUGH C
Where additional information or an explanation is required, use the space below to provide the information or
explanation. Information submitted on this sheet must be typewritten or printed in ink. Include the number of
the question for which you are submitting additional information. Make copies of this Attachment if additional
pages are needed.
Page _____
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ATTACHMENT B FOR SECTIONS D THROUGH H
Where additional information or an explanation is required, use the space below to provide the information or
explanation. Information submitted on this sheet must be typewritten or printed in ink. Include the number of
the question for which you are submitting additional information. Make copies of this Attachment if additional
pages are needed.
Page _____
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ATTACHMENT C: GOVERNMENTAL ENTITIES FOR QUESTION NO. 16
Check Yes in response to Question No. 16 if your firm or any of its owners, partners or officers, have ever
been cited, assessed any penalties, or found to have violated any laws, rules, or regulations enforced or
administered, by any of the governmental entities listed below (or any of its subdivisions), including but not
limited to those examples specified below. The term “owner” does not include owners of stock in your firm if
your firm is a publicly traded corporation. If you answered Yes, provide an explanation on Attachment B of the
circumstances surrounding each instance, including the entity involved, the dates of such instances, and the
outcome.
FEDERAL ENTITIES

STATE ENTITIES

Federal Department of Labor
• American with Disabilities Act
• Immigration Reform and Control Act
• Family Medical Leave Act
• Fair Labor Standards Act
• Davis-Bacon and laws covering wage requirements
for federal government contract workers
• Migrant and Seasonal Agricultural Workers
Protection Act
• Immigration and Naturalization Act
• Occupational Safety and Health Act
• anti-discrimination provisions applicable to
government contractors and subcontractors
• whistleblower protection laws

California’s Department of Industrial Relations
• wage and labor standards, and licensing and
registration
• occupational safety and health standards
• workers’ compensation self insurance plans
• Workers’ Compensation Act
• wage, hour, and working standards for apprentices
• any provision of the California Labor Code

Federal Department of Justice
• Civil Rights Act
• American with Disabilities Act
• Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986
• bankruptcy fraud and abuse

California Department of Consumer Affairs
• licensing, registration, and certification
requirements
• occupational licensing requirements administered
and/or enforced by any of the Department’s
boards, including the Contractors’ State Licensing
Board

Federal Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD)
• anti-discrimination provisions in federally
subsidized/assisted/sponsored housing programs
• prevailing wage requirements applicable to HUD
related programs
Federal Environmental Protection Agency
• Environmental Protection Act
National Labor Relations Board
• National Labor Relations Act
Federal Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission
• Civil Rights Act
• Equal Pay Act
• Age Discrimination in Employment Act
• Rehabilitation Act
• Americans with Disabilities Act

Responsibility Questionnaire (Rev. 01/20/12)

California’s Department of Fair Employment and
Housing
• California Fair Employment and Housing Act
• Unruh Civil Rights Act
• Ralph Civil Rights Act

California’s Department of Justice
LOCAL ENTITIES
City of Los Angeles or any of its subdivisions for
violations of any law, ordinance, code, rule, or
regulation administered and/or enforced by the City,
including any letters of warning or sanctions issued by
the City of Los Angeles for an unauthorized substitution
of subcontractors, or unauthorized reductions in dollar
amounts subcontracted.
OTHERS
Any other federal, state, local governmental entity
for violation of any other federal, state, or local law or
regulation relating to wages, labor, or other terms and
conditions of employment.
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APPENDIX G
LIVING WAGE ORDINANCE

Living Wage Ordinance and Service Contractor Worker Retention Ordinance
Unless approved for an exemption, contractors under contracts primarily for the
furnishing of services to or for the City and that involve an expenditure in excess of
$25,000 and a contract term of at least three (3) months, lessees and licensees of City
property, and certain recipients of City financial assistance, shall comply with the
provisions of Los Angeles Administrative Code Sections 10.37 et seq., Living Wage
Ordinance (LWO) and 10.36 et seq., Service Contractor Worker Retention Ordinance
(SCWRO). Bidders/Proposers shall refer to Attachment/Appendix ___, “Living Wage
Ordinance and Service Contractor Worker Retention Ordinance” for further information
regarding the requirements of the Ordinances.
Bidders/Proposers who believe that they meet the qualifications for one of the
exemptions described in the LWO List of Statutory Exemptions shall apply for
exemption from the Ordinance by submitting with their proposal the Bidder/Contractor
Application for Non-Coverage or Exemption (Form OCC/LW-10), or the Non-Profit/OnePerson Contractor Certification of Exemption (OCC/LW-13). The List of Statutory
Exemptions, the Application and the Certification are included in the
Attachment/Appendix.

LWO/SCWRO RFP Language 06/10

CITY OF LOS ANGELES
LIVING WAGE ORDINANCE
(Los Angeles Administrative Code Section 10.37 et seq.)
1. What is the Living Wage Ordinance?
The Living Wage Ordinance (LWO) requires employers who have agreements with the
City to pay their employees at least a minimum “living wage” and to provide certain
benefits. If the agreement is subject to the LWO, the employer must do the following:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Pay employees working on the subject agreement a wage rate that is at least
equal to the “living wage” rate. The “living wage” is adjusted annually and
becomes effective July 1 of each year. Employers can obtain information about
the living wage rate currently in effect by going to Department of Public Works,
Bureau of Contract Administration, Office of Contract Compliance (OCC) website
at www.lacity.org/bca/OCCmain.html.
Provide employees with at least 12 paid days off per year for sick leave,
vacation, or personal necessity; and at least 10 unpaid sick days off per year.
Tell employees who make less than $12.00 per hour that they may qualify for the
federal Earned Income Tax Credit and provide them with the forms required to
apply for the credit.
Cooperate with the City by providing access to the work site and to payroll and
related documents so that the City can determine if the employer is complying
with the LWO.
Pledge to comply with federal laws prohibiting an employer from retaliating
against employees for union organizing.
Not retaliate against any employee who makes claims about non-compliance
with the LWO.

2. When was the Ordinance adopted?
The LWO was adopted in May, 1997 and amended in January, 1999.
3. What types of agreements are subject to the Ordinance?
Generally, the LWO covers the following types of agreements:
•
•
•
•
•

An agreement in an amount over $25,000.00 and for at least three months in
which an employer will provide services to or for the City.
An agreement for the lease or license of City property if the service being
performed on the property is something that City employees would otherwise do.
An agreement for the lease or license of City property that is in a location where
a substantial number of the general public might visit.
An agreement in which the City gives financial assistance for the purpose of
promoting economic development or job growth.
An agreement in which the City determines that applying the LWO would be in
the best interest of the City.

Living Wage Ordinance Summary – 06/10
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4. Is an agreement subject to the LWO if it was entered into before May, 1997?
Agreements executed after May, 1997 are subject to the LWO. An agreement entered
into before May, 1997 may become subject to LWO if it is later amended or modified in
order to add time or money to the original agreement.
5. Are there any requirements that would apply to an employer who does not have
an agreement with City that is subject to the LWO?
All employers are required to comply with the LWO’s prohibition against retaliation, even
if the employer does not have an agreement with the City that is subject to the
Ordinance.
6. Are all employees covered by the Ordinance?
Intentionally left blank 8/18/06

7. Are an employer’s subcontractors subject to the requirements of the
Ordinance?
A subcontractor may be covered by the Ordinance if the subcontractor performs work
on the subject agreement. If so, the subcontractor must also comply with the
requirements of the LWO, including all reporting requirements. The prime contractor is
responsible for the making sure that the subcontractor complies with the LWO.
8. What happens if an employer is found to be in violation of the Ordinance?
Payments due may be withheld. Also, the employer may be deemed to be in material
breach of the agreement. When that happens, the City may take the following steps:
•
•
•

Terminate the agreement and pursue all available contractual remedies.
Debar the employer from doing business with the City for three (3) years or until
all penalties and restitution have been fully paid, whichever occurs last.
Bring a lawsuit against the employer for all unpaid wages and health benefit
premiums and/or seek a fine of up to one hundred dollars ($100.00) for each day
the violation remains uncorrected.

9. What if a subcontractor is found to be in violation of the Ordinance?
Because the prime contractor is responsible for making sure that all its subcontractors
comply with the LWO, the sanctions listed in answer #8 may be applied to the prime
contractor if the subcontractor does not correct the violation(s).

10. What can an employee do if an employer is in violation of the Ordinance?
Living Wage Ordinance Summary – 06/10
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The employee can submit a complaint to the Office Contract Compliance which will
investigate the complaint. Also, the employee can bring his or her own lawsuit against
the employer for:
•
•
•

Back pay for failing to pay the correct wages or correct health benefit premiums.
Reinstatement and back pay for retaliation.
Triple the amount of the back pay that is owed if the violation was found by the
court to be willful.

11. Are there any exemptions available under the Ordinance?
An employer may apply for an exemption based on the following categories:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Service agreements that are less than 3 months or $25,000 or less.
Agreements for the purchase of goods, property, or the leasing of property (with
City as the lessee).
Construction contracts that do not meet the definition of a service agreement.
Employees who are required to have an occupational license in order to provide
services to or for the City are exempt.
Employers who are party to a collective bargaining agreement (CBA) that has
language stating that the CBA shall supersede the LWO.
Financial assistance recipients who meet the requirements stated in Section
10.37.1(c) of the LWO.
Employers (contractors, subcontractors, financial assistance recipients)
organized under IRS Code, Section 501(c)(3) whose chief executive officer’s
hourly wage rate is less than eight times the hourly wage rate of the lowest paid
worker are be exempt. However, this exemption does not apply to child care
workers.
Lessees or licensees who have no more than a total of seven employees and
who have annual gross revenue of less than $454, 016 (effective July 1, 2010).
The qualifying annual gross revenue is adjusted every July.
One-person contractors, lessees, licensees or financial assistance recipients who
employ no workers.
Agreements that involve other governmental entities.

12. Who is responsible for the administration and enforcement of the Ordinance?
The Department of Public Works, Bureau of Contract Administration, Office of Contract
Compliance, located at 1149 S. Broadway Street, Suite 300, Los Angeles, CA 90015.
For additional information, please call (213) 847-2625, or go to the Office of Contract
Compliance website at http://bca.lacity.org.
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LIVING WAGE ORDINANCE STATUTORY EXEMPTIONS
Living Wage Ordinance (LWO) statutory exemptions are now divided into the following three categories:
1. Exemptions that do not require approval from the Department of Public Works, Bureau of Contract
Administration, Office of Contract Compliance (OCC).
2. Exemptions that do not require OCC approval but require a Contractor Certification of Exemption.
3. Exemptions that require submission of an Application for Exemption and OCC approval of the Application.
1. The following exemptions do not require OCC approval or any Contractor Certification: Departments
only need to indicate the exemption in the appropriate category on the LWO Departmental Determination of
Coverage Form.
a. Less than three months OR less than $25,000 (LAAC 10.37.1(j)). Service contracts or Authority for
Expenditures that do not meet these thresholds are not covered by the LWO.
b. Other governmental entities (LAAC 10.37.1(g)). Agreements with other governmental entities such
as Los Angeles County, the State of California, or the University of California, are not covered by the
LWO. Subcontractors to these entities are also not covered by the LWO.
c. Purchase of goods, property, or the leasing of property, with the City as lessee (LAAC
10.37.1(j)). Such contracts are categorically exempt from the LWO unless they include a service
component that is more than just incidental (regular and recurring services is required). Examples of
such categorically exempt contracts include contracts to purchase office supplies or to lease space to
be occupied by City departments.
d. Construction contracts, not conforming to the definition of a service contract (LAAC 10.37.1(j)).
Such contracts are categorically exempt from the LWO. Examples include construction of buildings and
infrastructure.
e. City financial assistance not meeting thresholds (LAAC 10.37.1(c)). Agreements to provide a
contractor with City financial assistance (which typically mean grants or loans provided at interest rates
that are lower than the Applicable Federal Rate) are categorically exempt from the LWO if they meet
both of the following:
(1) The assistance given in a 12-month period is below $1,000,000 AND less than $100,000 per year.
(2) The assistance is not for economic development or job growth.
f.

Business Improvement Districts (BID) (LWO Regulation #11). Service agreements are categorically
exempt from the LWO if the services are funded with the BID’s assessment money collected by the City
after the formation of the BID. Service contracts in which City money is used to hire firms to help in
forming the BID remain subject to the LWO unless the contractor otherwise qualifies for an exemption.

2. The following exemption categories do not require OCC approval, but the contractor must still
submit a Contractor Certification of Exemption from Living Wage (OCC/LW-13). No OCC approval is
required for the exemption to be valid. However, the department must include the Contractor Certification
of Exemption with the contract.
a. 501(c)(3) Non-profit organizations (LAAC 10.37.1(g)): Employers (contractors, subcontractors,
financial assistance recipients) organized under IRS Code Section 501(c)(3) are exempt from the LWO
if the hourly wage rate of the corporation’s highest paid employee is less than eight times the hourly
wage rate of the corporation’s lowest paid worker. However, the exemption does not extend to Child
Care Workers as defined in the LWO Rules and Regulations (an employee “whose work on an
agreement involves the care or supervision of children 12 years of age and under.”).A copy of the IRS
501(c)(3) Exemption Letter will be required.
b. One-person contractors with no employees (LAAC 10.37.1(f)): Contractors, lessees, licensees or
financial assistance recipients who employ no workers are exempt from the LWO.

Form OCC/LW-10 (Rev. 6/10)
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LIVING WAGE ORDINANCE STATUTORY EXEMPTIONS (Continued)
3. The following exemption categories require submission of an application for exemption and OCC
approval of the application to be valid..
a. Collective bargaining agreements (CBA) that supersede the LWO (LAAC 10.37.12): Contractors
whose employees are covered by a CBA that supersede the requirements of the LWO are not subject
to the LWO. A copy of the CBA with the superseding language or a letter from the union indicating that
the union has agreed to allow the CBA to supersede the LWO will be required to be submitted.
Example: Labor agreement between parking contractor and a labor union with language that wages
and benefits in the CBA shall supersede the LWO. Contractors must use the LWO Application for NonCoverage or Exemption form (Form OCC/LW-10) and submit a copy of the CBA or a letter from the
union.
b. Occupational license (LAAC 10.37.1(f)): Employees required to possess an occupational license in
order to provide the services under the City agreement are not subject to the LWO. However, only the
individual employees who are required to possess an occupational license are exempt. Employees who
work on the City contract and are not required to possess an occupational license remain subject to the
LWO. Example: Under California Labor Code Sections 7375 – 7380, a person must be licensed by the
State of California in order to inspect and certify cranes and derricks used in lifting services.
Contractors must use the LWO Application for Non-Coverage or Exemption form (Form OCC/LW-10)
and submit a listing of the employees who possess occupational licenses and a copy of the licenses.
c. Small business exemptions for Public Lessees/Licensees (LAAC 10.37.1(i)): Small business that
lease property from the City may apply for OCC approval for LWO exemption if the lessee or licensee:
(1) employs no more than a total of seven employees; and (2) has annual gross revenues of less than
$454,016 (adjusted July 1, 2010). This applies only to lessees with lease agreements executed after
February 24, 2001, and to amendments executed after February 24, 2001 that add monies or extend
term. Use the Application for “Small Business” Exemption (Form OCC/LW-20) and submit the
application with the documents requested on that form.
d. City financial assistance agreements that exceed the LWO monetary thresholds may apply for
one of the exemptions below. Applicants and departments should refer to Regulation #3(c) for the
requirements and the documents that must be submitted with the LWO Application for Non-Coverage
or Exemption (OCC/LWO-10).
(1) The City financial assistance recipient (CFAR) is in its first year of operation (LAAC 10.37.1(c)).
(2) The CFAR employs fewer than five employees (LAAC 10.37.1(c)).
(3) The CFAR would face undue hardship because it employs the long-term unemployed or provides
trainee positions to prepare employees for permanent positions (LAAC 10.37.1(c)). REQUIRES
COUNCIL APPROVAL.

Form OCC/LW-10 (Rev. 6/10)
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LW-6

LWO – EMPLOYEE INFORMATION FORM
REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION FOR ALL CONTRACTS SUBJECT TO LWO
This form must be submitted to the AWARDING DEPARTMENT within 30 DAYS of contract
execution. INCOMPLETE SUBMISSIONS WILL BE RETURNED.
THE LIVING WAGE ORDINANCE (LWO) REQUIRES THAT SUBJECT EMPLOYERS PROVIDE TO
EMPLOYEES:
As of July 1, 2012 a wage of at least $10.70 per hour with health benefits of $1.25 per hour, or $11.95 per hour
without health benefits (to be adjusted annually) (Regulation #4);
At least 12 compensated days off per year for sick leave, vacation or personal necessity at the employee’s request
(pro-rated for part-time employees) (Regulation #4); and
At least 10 additional days off per year of uncompensated time off for personal or immediate illness only (pro-rated for
part-time employees) (Regulation #4). Refer to the LWO Rules and Regulations, available from the Department of
Public Works, Bureau of Contract Administration, Office of Contract Compliance (OCC) website, for details regarding
the wage and benefit requirements of the Ordinance.
Making less than $12.00 per hour information of their possible right to the federal Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC)
and make available the forms required to secure advance EITC payments from the employer (Regulation #4).
THE LIVING WAGE ORDINANCE (LWO) ALSO REQUIRES EMPLOYERS:
Not to retaliate against any employee claiming non-compliance with the provisions of these Ordinances and to comply
with federal law prohibiting retaliation for union organizing (Regulation #4).
TO BE FILLED OUT BY THE CONTRACTOR:

1. Company Name: ______________________________________ Email Address:
2. STATE the number of employees working ON THIS CITY CONTRACT: ___________
3. **ATTACH a copy of your company’s 1st PAYROLL under THIS CITY CONTRACT.
4. **INDICATE (highlight, underline) on the payroll which employees are working ON THIS CITY CONTRACT.
5. **Do you provide health benefits (such as medical, dental, vision, mental health, and disability insurance)
No
to your employees? Yes
If YES, STATE how much, if any, employees pay for co-premiums: $_______________
**NOTE: Payroll information need not be submitted if ALL employees working on this City agreement earn an hourly wage
of at least $15 per hour. If so, check the box below.
I certify under penalty of perjury that I do not have any employees earning less than $15 per hour working
on this City contract.
FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THESE REQUIREMENTS WILL RESULT IN WITHHOLDING OF PAYMENTS BY THE CITY
CONTROLLER, OR A RECOMMENDATION TO THE AWARDING AUTHORITY FOR CONTRACT TERMINATION. ALL
INFORMATION SUBMITTED IS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION, AND FALSE INFORMATION MAY RESULT IN CONTRACT
TERMINATION.
I understand that the employee information provided herein is confidential and will be used by the City of Los Angeles, Office of
Contract Compliance for the purpose of monitoring the Living Wage Ordinance.
Print Name of Person Completing This Form

Signature of Person Completing This Form

Title

Date

Phone #

AWARDING DEPARTMENT USE ONLY:
Dept: _____________ Dept Contact: _______________________ Contact Phone: _________________Contract #: ____________

Form OCC/LW-6, Rev. 6/12
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LWO – SUBCONTRACTOR INFORMATION FORM
REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION FOR ALL CONTRACTS SUBJECT TO LWO
This form must be submitted to the AWARDING DEPARTMENT within 30 DAYS of contract
execution. INCOMPLETE SUBMISSIONS WILL BE RETURNED.
SECTION I: CONTRACTOR INFORMATION
1)
2)

Company Name: _________________________ Contact Person: ____________________ Phone Number: _______________
Yes
No
Do you have subcontractors working on this City contract?
If NO, This form is now complete – SIGN THE BOTTOM OF PAGE 2 AND SUBMIT TO THE AWARDING DEPARTMENT.
If YES, a) STATE the number of your subcontractors ON THIS CITY CONTRACT: ___________
b) Fill in PART A for EACH subcontractor in Section II, continue to Section III & IV (if applicable), AND SIGN Section V.
SECTION II: SUBCONTRACTOR INFORMATION

PART B
CHECK OFF ONLY ONE BOX (I-VI) FOR EACH
SUBCONTRACTOR (IF APPLICABLE) THEN CONTINUE
ONTO SECTION III:

PART A

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

501
(c)(3)1

OnePerson

CBA3

Occupational
4

Small

Gov.
entity6

Contractor

License

Business

5

2

1. Subcontractor Name: ___________________________________________
2. Contact Person:____________________ Phone #: __________________
3. Address:_____________________________________________________
4. Purpose of Subcontract: ________________________________________
5. Amount of Subcontract: $________________
6. Term: Start Date _____/_____/_____ End Date _____/_____/_____
Yes
No
7. Does the subcontract exceed $25,000?
Yes
No
8. Is the length of the subcontract at least three (3) months?
If you checked off YES for Questions 7 AND 8, this subcontract IS SUBJECT
TO THE LWO. Continue onto Part B.
If you checked off NO for any questions 7 OR 8, this subcontract IS NOT
SUBJECT TO THE LWO. Continue to fill in Part A for additional subs below.
1. Subcontractor Name: ___________________________________________
2. Contact Person:____________________ Phone #: __________________
3. Address:_____________________________________________________
4. Purpose of Subcontract: ________________________________________
5. Amount of Subcontract: $________________
6. Term: Start Date _____/_____/_____ End Date _____/_____/_____
Yes
No
7. Does the subcontract exceed $25,000?
Yes
No
8. Is the length of the subcontract at least three (3) months?
If you checked off YES for Questions 7 AND 8, this subcontract IS SUBJECT
TO THE LWO. Continue onto Part B.
If you checked off NO for any questions 7 OR 8, this subcontract is NOT
SUBJECT TO THE LWO. Continue to fill in Part A for additional subs below.
1. Subcontractor Name: ___________________________________________
2. Contact Person:____________________ Phone #: __________________
3. Address:_____________________________________________________
4. Purpose of Subcontract: ________________________________________
5. Amount of Subcontract: $________________
6. Term: Start Date _____/_____/_____ End Date _____/_____/_____
Yes
No
7. Does the subcontract exceed $25,000?
Yes
No
8. Is the length of the subcontract at least three (3) months?
If you checked off YES for Questions 7 AND 8, this subcontract IS SUBJECT
TO THE LWO. Continue onto Part B.
If you checked off NO for any questions 7 OR 8, this subcontract is NOT
SUBJECT TO THE LWO. Continue to fill in Part A for additional subs below.

Form OCC/LW-18, Rev. 8/09
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SECTION II: SUBCONTRACTOR INFORMATION (continued)

PART B
CHECK OFF ONLY ONE BOX (I-VI) FOR EACH
SUBCONTRACTOR (IF APPLICABLE) THEN CONTINUE
ONTO SECTION III:

PART A

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

501
(c)(3)1

OnePerson

CBA3

Occupational

Small

License

Business

Gov.
entity6

Contractor

4

5

2

1. Subcontractor Name: ___________________________________________
2. Contact Person:____________________ Phone #: __________________
3. Address:_____________________________________________________
4. Purpose of Subcontract: ________________________________________
5. Amount of Subcontract: $________________
6. Term: Start Date _____/_____/_____ End Date _____/_____/_____
Yes
No
7. Does the subcontract exceed $25,000?
Yes
No
8. Is the length of the subcontract at least three (3) months?
If you checked off YES for Questions 7 AND 8, this subcontract IS SUBJECT
TO THE LWO. Continue onto Part B.
If you checked off NO for any questions 7 OR 8, this subcontract is NOT
SUBJECT TO THE LWO. Continue to fill in Part A for additional subs below.
1. Subcontractor Name: ___________________________________________
2. Contact Person:____________________ Phone #: __________________
3. Address:_____________________________________________________
4. Purpose of Subcontract: ________________________________________
5. Amount of Subcontract: $________________
6. Term: Start Date _____/_____/_____ End Date _____/_____/_____
Yes
No
7. Does the subcontract exceed $25,000?
Yes
No
8. Is the length of the subcontract at least three (3) months?
If you checked off YES for Questions 7 AND 8, this subcontract IS SUBJECT
TO THE LWO. Continue onto Part B.
If you checked off NO for any questions 7 OR 8, this subcontract is NOT
SUBJECT TO THE LWO.
SECTION III: SUBCONTRACTS SUBJECT TO THE LWO (AND MAY BE ELIGIBLE FOR EXEMPTIONS)
If you checked off any boxes in Part B, your Subcontractor(s) is subject to the LWO, but may qualify for an LWO exemption.
Review the exemptions below, and have your subcontractor fill out the form in the corresponding right-hand column.
Continue to Section V, and submit this form and all supporting documentation to the Awarding Department for approval.
2) If you did NOT check any boxes in Part B or your subs DO NOT qualify for an exemption, Continue to Section IV.
EXEMPTION
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED
One-person contractors, lessee, licensee
LW 13 – Departmental Exemption Form
http://bca.lacity.org/index.cfm?nxt=ee&nxt_body=div_occ_lwo_forms.cfm
501(c)(3) non-profit organization
Occupational license required
LW 10 – OCC Exemption Form
http://bca.lacity.org/index.cfm?nxt=ee&nxt_body=div_occ_lwo_forms.cfm
Collective bargaining agreement w/supersession language
Small Business
LW 26 – Small Business Exemption Form (English & Spanish)
1)

http://bca.lacity.org/index.cfm?nxt=ee&nxt_body=div_occ_lwo_forms.cfm

Governmental Entity
NONE REQUIRED.
SECTION IV: SUBCONTRACTS SUBJECT TO THE LWO (AND NOT ELIGIBLE FOR EXEMPTIONS)
Please have EACH of your Subcontractors that ARE SUBJECT to the LWO fill out the three forms below. Submit LW-6 and LW-18
ONLY to the Awarding Department (and supporting documentation, where applicable) and RETAIN LW-5 in your office.
1) Employee Information Form
LW 6 - http://bca.lacity.org/index.cfm?nxt=ee&nxt_body=div_occ_lwo_forms.cfm
2) Subcontractor Information Form
LW 18 - http://bca.lacity.org/index.cfm?nxt=ee&nxt_body=div_occ_lwo_forms.cfm
3) Subcontractor Declaration of Compliance Form (retain)
LW 5 - http://bca.lacity.org/index.cfm?nxt=ee&nxt_body=div_occ_lwo_forms.cfm
SECTION V: SIGNATURE
I understand that the Subcontractor Information provided herein is confidential and will be used by the City of Los Angeles, Office of Contract
Compliance for the purpose of monitoring the Living Wage Ordinance.
Print Name of Person Completing This Form
Title

Phone #

Signature of Person Completing This Form
Date
AWARDING DEPARTMENT USE ONLY:

Dept: _____________ Dept Contact: _______________________ Contact Phone: _________________Contract #: ____________
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ENDNOTES FOR LWO SUBCONTRACTOR INFORMATION FORM
1

Non-Profit 501(c)(3) Organizations: A corporation claiming exemption under Section 10.37.1(g) of the LWO as a
corporation organized under Section 501 (c)(3) of the United States Internal Revenue Code must provide the following
additional documents in support of the application for exemption:
(A) A copy of the most recent IRS letter indicating that the contractor has been recognized as a non-profit corporation
organized under section 501 (c)(3) of the United States Internal Revenue Code.
(B) An application for non-coverage or exemption, including the non-profit salary certification on the form referred to in
Appendix A. The salary certification must list the salary of the corporation’s chief executive officer (CEO), computed on an
hourly basis, and the hourly wage rate of the lowest paid worker in the corporation. The salary of the CEO, when computed
on an hourly basis, must be less than 8 times what the lowest paid worker is paid on an hourly basis. For purposes of this
exemption, the ”chief executive officer (CEO)” means the CEO of the 501(c)(3) corporation that entered into the agreement

2

One-Person Contractor: A contractor may apply for exemption under Section 10.37.1(f) of the LWO if that contractor has
no employees. The one-person contractor shall submit an application for non-coverage or exemption to the awarding
authority on the form referred to in Appendix A with the appropriate one-person contractor certification. If, subsequent to the
approval of the exemption application, the contractor hires any employees, the exemption is no longer valid. Any employee
the contractor hires becomes covered by the LWO to the extent that the employee performs work on the City agreement. In
such cases, the contractor shall notify the awarding authority of the change in circumstances and submit to the awarding
authority all the necessary forms to comply with the LWO reporting requirements, including the employee and subcontractor
information forms.

3

Exemption by Collective Bargaining Agreement – LAAC 10.37.12: An employer subject to provisions of the LWO
may, by collective bargaining agreement (CBA), provide that the CBA, during its term, shall supersede the requirements of
the LWO for those employees covered by the CBA. The provisions of the LWO should not be interpreted to require an
employer to reduce the wages and benefits required by a collective bargaining agreement. All parties to the CBA must
specifically waive in full or in part the benefits required by the LWO. An employer applying for this exemption shall submit a
copy of the CBA. If the CBA does not specifically indicate that the LWO has been superseded, the employer shall submit
written confirmation from the union representing the employees working on the agreement that the union and the employer
have agreed to let the CBA supersede the LWO.

(A) Provisional Exemption from LWO during negotiation of CBA: An employer subject to the LWO may apply for Provisional
Exemption from the LWO if the employer can document that: (1) the union and the employer are currently engaged in
negotiations regarding the terms of the CBA; and (2) the issue of allowing the CBA to supersede the LWO has been
proposed as an issue to be addressed during the negotiations. If granted, Provisional Exemption status is valid until the end
of the negotiation process, including, if applicable, impasse resolution proceedings. During the negotiation process, the
employer shall provide, upon request from the OCC, status reports on the progress of negotiations. At the end of the
negotiation process, the employer shall provide the OCC with a copy of the final CBA to verify whether the LWO has been
superseded, and the effective dates of the CBA.
(i) If the final CBA signed by the employer and the union supersedes the LWO, the employer shall be considered to be
exempt from the LWO’s wage and benefits provisions for the time period covered by the effective dates of the superseding
CBA. The employer remains subject to all applicable provisions of the LWO for the time period not covered by the
superseding CBA. If the employer has not complied with the LWO requirements during the time period not covered by the
superseding CBA, the employer shall be required to make retroactive corrections for any period of non-compliance, which
may include making retroactive payments to affected employees for the relevant periods of non compliance.
(ii) If the final CBA signed by the employer and the union does not supersede the LWO, the employer shall be required to
comply with all applicable LWO requirements, including the wage and benefits provisions. Compliance shall also be
required retroactively to the date that the employer first became subject to the LWO. If necessary, the employer shall
provide retroactive payments to affected employees for any time period during which the employer did not comply with the
LWO.
4

Occupational license - LAAC 10.37.1(f): Exemptions for Employees Requiring Occupational Licenses: If an
employer claims that the LWO does not apply to an employee pursuant to section 10.37.1(f) because an occupational
license is required of the employee to perform the work, the employer shall submit to the awarding authority, along with the
application for non-coverage or exemption, a list of the employees required to possess an occupational license, the type of
occupational license required, and a copy of the occupational license itself. An exemption granted under this provision
exempts only the employee who must possess an occupational license to perform work on the City agreement. If an
occupational license is not required of an employee to perform the work, the employee remains covered by the LWO.

5

Small Business Exemptions for Public Lessees and Licensees – LAAC 10.37.1(i): A public lessee or licensee
claiming exemption from the LWO under section 10.37.1(i) shall submit the small business application for exemption form
referred to in Appendix A along with supporting documentation to verify that it meets both of the following requirements:

(A) The lessee’s or licensee’s gross revenues from all business(es) conducted on the City premises for the calendar year
prior to the date of the application for exemption do not exceed the gross annual revenue amount set by the LWO in
Section 10.37.1(i). That gross revenue amount shall be adjusted annually according to the requirements of the LWO. The
gross revenue amount used in evaluating whether the lessee or licensee qualifies for this exemption shall be
the gross revenue amount in effect at the time the OCC receives the application for exemption.
A public lessee or licensee beginning its first year of operation on a specific City property will have no records of gross
annual revenue on the City property. Under such circumstances, the lessee or licensee may qualify for a small business
exemption by submitting proof of its annual gross revenues for the last tax year prior to application no matter where the
business was located, and by satisfying all other requirements pursuant to these regulations and the LWO.
A lessee or licensee beginning its first year of operation as a business will have no records of gross annual revenue. Under
such circumstances, the lessee or licensee may qualify for a small business exemption by satisfying all other requirements
pursuant to these regulations and the LWO.
(B) The lessee or licensee employs no more than seven (7) employees.
(i) For purposes of this exemption, a lessee or licensee shall be deemed to employ a worker if the worker is an employee of
a company or entity that is owned or controlled by the lessee or licensee, regardless of where the company or entity is
located; or if the worker is an employee of a company or entity that owns or controls the lessee or licensee, regardless of
where the company or entity is located.
Whether the lessee or licensee meets the seven (7) employee limit provided for in Section 10.37.1(i) of the LWO shall be
determined using the total number of workers employed by all companies or businesses which the lessee or licensee owns
or controls, or which own or control the lessee or licensee. Control means that one company owns a controlling interest in
another company.
(ii) If a business operated by the lessee or licensee is part of a chain of businesses, the total number of employees shall
include all workers employed by the entire chain of businesses unless the business operated by the lessee or licensee is an
independently owned and operated franchise.
(iii) A public lessee or licensee shall be deemed to employ no more than seven (7) employees if its entire workforce
(inclusive of those employees falling within the guidelines stated in subsections (i) and (ii) immediately above) worked an
average of no more than 1,214 hours per month for at least three-fourths of the time period that the revenue limitation
provided for in section 10.37.1(i) is measured.
Until the OCC approves the application for exemption, the lessee or licensee shall be subject to the LWO and shall comply
with its requirements. If the OCC approves the application, the lessee or licensee shall be exempt from the requirements of
the LWO for a period of two years from the date of the approval. The exemption will expire two years from the date of
approval, but may be renewable in two-year increments upon meeting the requirements.
6

Governmental Entities – LAAC 10.37.1(g): Agreements with governmental entities are exempt from the requirements
of the LWO. If an agreement is exempt from the LWO because the contractor is a governmental entity, subcontractors
performing work for the governmental entity on the agreement are also exempt.

LW-10

LWO – OCC NON-COVERAGE/EXEMPTION APPLICATION
OCC DETERMINATION/APPROVAL REQUIRED
This application for non-coverage/exemption must be submitted by the Contractor along with its
bid or proposal to the AWARDING DEPARTMENT. Awarding Departments may also apply for an
exemption for OCC approval. INCOMPLETE SUBMISSIONS WILL BE RETURNED.
Los Angeles Administrative Code 10.37, the Living Wage Ordinance (LWO), presumes all City contractors (including service
contractors, subcontractors, financial assistance recipients, lessees, licensees, sublessees and sublicensees) are subject to the
LWO unless an exemption applies.
CONTRACTOR INFORMATION:
1. Company Name: ________________________________________________ Phone Number: ____________________
2. Company Address: ___________________________________________________________________________________
3. Are you a Subcontractor?
Yes
No If YES, state the name of your Prime Contractor:
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
4.Type of Service Provided:
NON-COVERAGE INFORMATION:
TO BE REQUESTED BY AWARDING DEPARTMENTS OR CONTRACTORS
REQUEST FOR NON-COVERAGE DETERMINATION
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED
Per Section10.37.13 of the LWO, contractors may A detailed memorandum explaining the basis of the request,
request a determination of non-coverage on any basis which may include, but is not limited to: the terms of a city
allowed by this article, including, but not limited to: non- financial assistance agreement, purpose of the contract,
coverage, for failure to satisfy definition of “City financial location, and work performed. OCC may request further
assistance recipient”, “public lease/license”, or “service information to issue a determination.
contract”.
EXEMPTION INFORMATION:
CHECK OFF ONE BOX BELOW THAT BEST DESCRIBES THE TYPE OF EXEMPTION YOU ARE APPLYING FOR AND ATTACH THE
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION LISTED ON THE RIGHT:

TO BE REQUESTED BY AWARDING DEPARTMENTS ONLY
EXEMPTION
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED
Grant Funded Services, provided that the grant funding
agency indicates in writing that the provisions of the Ordinances
should not apply.

Provide a copy of grant-funding agency’s determination to the OCC.

TO BE REQUESTED BY CONTRACTORS ONLY
EXEMPTION
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED
Collective bargaining agreement with supersession A copy of the CBA with the superseding language clearly
language - (LAAC 10.37.12): Contractors who are party to a marked
collective bargaining agreement (CBA) which contains
OR
specific language indicating that the CBA will supersede the A letter from the union stating that the union has agreed to
LWO may receive an exemption as to the employees allow the CBA to supersede the LWO.
covered under the CBA.
Occupational license required - (LAAC 10.37.1(f)): Only A listing of the employees required to possess occupational
the individual employees who are required to possess an licenses to perform services to or for the City
Occupational license to provide services to or for the City are
AND
exempt.
Copies of each of these employees’ occupational licenses.
By signing, the contractor certifies under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the information submitted in
support of this application is true and correct to the best of the contractor’s knowledge.
Print Name of Person (Contractor) Completing This Form

Signature of Person (Contractor) Completing This Form

Title

Date

Phone #

ANY DETERMINATION/APPROVAL IS APPLICABLE ONLY TO THE LISTED CONTRACTOR FROM THE LWO DURING THE PERFORMANCE
OF THIS CONTRACT. A SUBCONTRACTOR PERFORMING WORK ON THIS CONTRACT IS NOT EXEMPT UNLESS THE OFFICE OF
CONTRACT COMPLIANCE HAS APPROVED A SEPARATE APPLICATION FOR THE INDIVIDUAL SUBCONTRACTOR.

AWARDING DEPARTMENT USE ONLY:
Dept:

Dept Contact:

Contact Phone:

Contract #:

OCC USE ONLY:
Approved / Not Approved – Reason: ______________________________________________________________________________
By OCC Analyst:
Date:
Form OCC/LW-10, Rev. 11/09

OFFICE OF CONTRACT COMPLIANCE, EEOE SECTION: (213) 847-2625

LW-13

LWO –DEPARTMENTAL EXEMPTION APPLICATION
EXEMPTIONS THAT REQUIRE AWARDING DEPARTMENT APPROVAL
This application for exemption must be submitted along with your bid or proposal to the
AWARDING DEPARTMENT. INCOMPLETE SUBMISSIONS WILL BE RETURNED.
Los Angeles Administrative Code 10.37, the Living Wage Ordinance (LWO), presumes all City contractors (including service
contractors, subcontractors, financial assistance recipients, lessees, licensees, sublessees and sublicensees) are subject to the
LWO unless an exemption applies.
TO BE FILLED OUT BY THE CONTRACTOR:

1. Company Name: __________________________________________________ Phone Number: _________________________
2. Company Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________
3. Are you a Subcontractor?
Yes
No If YES, state the name of your Prime Contractor:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
4.Type of Service Provided: ___________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
EXEMPTION INFORMATION:

CHECK OFF ONE BOX BELOW THAT BEST DESCRIBES THE TYPE OF EXEMPTION YOU ARE APPLYING FOR AND ATTACH
THE SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION LISTED ON THE RIGHT:
EXEMPTION










SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED

501(c)(3) Non-Profit Organizations:
A corporation organized under 501(c)(3) of the IRS Code
qualifies for an exemption from the LWO if the highest paid
employee makes less than eight times the hourly wage of
the lowest paid employee.
The exemption is valid for all employees except Child Care
Workers.
Therefore, even if a 501(c)(3) organization meets the
salary test, Child Care Workers performing work on the
City agreement must still be provided with the LWO
required wage and time off benefits.
Under the LWO’s Rules and Regulations, a Child Care
Worker is an employee “whose work on an agreement
involves the care or supervision of children 12 years of
age and under.”
This is read broadly so that the term would include, for
example, tutors working with children 12 or under.

1.

ATTACH a copy of your 501(c)(3) letter from the IRS.

2.

ANSWER the following questions:
A. STATE the hourly wage of HIGHEST paid employee
in the organization: $ ______________________
B. STATE the hourly wage of LOWEST paid employee
in the organization: $ ______________________
C. MULTIPLY B by 8: $ ___________
0

3.

Based on Question 2 above, is A less than C?
YES
NO
If NO, your company is NOT eligible for an exemption.
If YES, sign and submit this application for final approval.

4.

Will there be any Child Care Workers (as defined by the
LWO Regulations) working on this Agreement?
YES
NO
5. Fill & Submit LW-18 Subcontractor Information Form.

One-Person Contractors: Contractors that have no
employees are exempt from the LWO. If you have employees
in the future, you must comply with the Ordinance.

Fill and Submit the LW-18 Form.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that: (1) I am authorized to bind the entity listed above; (2) the
information provided on this form is true and correct to the best of my knowledge; and (3) the entity qualifies for exemption from the LWO on
the basis indicated above. By signing below, I further agree that should the entity listed above cease to qualify for an exemption because of a change
in salary structure, non-profit status, the hiring of employees, or any other reason, the entity will notify the Awarding Department and the OCC of such
change and comply with the LWO’s wage and time off requirements.

Print Name of Person Completing This Form

Signature of Person Completing This Form

Title

Date

Phone #

ANY APPROVAL OF THIS APPLICATION EXEMPTS ONLY THE LISTED CONTRACTOR FROM THE LWO DURING THE PERFORMANCE OF
THIS CONTRACT. A SUBCONTRACTOR PERFORMING WORK ON THIS CONTRACT IS NOT EXEMPT UNLESS THE OFFICE OF CONTRACT
COMPLIANCE HAS APPROVED A SEPARATE EXEMPTION FOR THE INDIVIDUAL SUBCONTRACTOR.

AWARDING DEPARTMENT USE ONLY:
Dept: __________________ Dept Contact: ___________________________ Contact Phone: _________________Contract #: ______________
Approved / Not Approved – Reason: ________________________________________________________________________________________
By Analyst: _______________________________________________________________ Date: ________________________________________

Form OCC/LW-13, Rev. 06/09

OFFICE OF CONTRACT COMPLIANCE, EEOE SECTION: (213) 847-2625

LW-26A

LWO – OCC SMALL BUSINESS EXEMPTION APPLICATION
EXEMPTION THAT REQUIRES OCC APPROVAL
This application for exemption is for lessees and licensees only and must be submitted along with your
bid or proposal to the AWARDING DEPARTMENT. If approved, it will EXPIRE TWO (2) YEARS from the
date of approval. This may be renewable in two (2) year increments upon meeting the requirements.
INCOMPLETE SUBMISSIONS WILL BE RETURNED.
Los Angeles Administrative Code 10.37, the Living Wage Ordinance (LWO), presumes all City contractors (including service contractors,
subcontractors, financial assistance recipients, lessees, licensees, sublessees and sublicensees) are subject to the LWO unless an
exemption applies.
TO BE FILLED OUT BY THE CONTRACTOR:
1. Company Name: ____________________________________________________ Phone Number: ________________________
2. Company Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________
3. Are you a Subcontractor?
Yes
No If YES, state the name of your Prime Contractor:
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
4. STATE the total number of businesses you have (inside and outside the City of Los Angeles premises): ___________________
5. STATE the total number of businesses you have inside the City of Los Angeles premises only: __________________________
SECTION I: BUSINESS INFORMATION
CHECK OFF ONE BOX IN PART A THAT BEST DESCRIBES YOUR BUSINESS AND ATTACH DOCUMENTATION LISTED IN PART B:
PART A
PART B:
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED

I am a lessee or licensee beginning my first year of
None Required.
operation as a business.
ATTACH 2010 IRS Tax Returns listing gross revenues for ALL of your
I have other businesses, but this is my first year of
business(es).
operation on City premises. Effective July 1, 2011, my
gross annual revenues for all of my businesses are less
than $459,464 for the 2010 calendar year.
ATTACH 2010 IRS Tax Returns listing gross revenues for ALL of your
I have (a) business(es) on City premises, and
effective July 1, 2011, my gross annual revenues from all business(es) ON CITY PREMISES.
my business(es) on City premises are less than $459,464
for the 2010 calendar year.
If you DID NOT check off ANY boxes in PART A, your company IS NOT ELIBIGLE FOR AN EXEMPTION.
If you checked off ANY boxes in PART A, continue to Section II.
SECTION II: EMPLOYEE INFORMATION
CHECK OFF ANY BOX(ES) IN PART C THAT BEST DESCRIBE YOUR BUSINESS AND ATTACH DOCUMENTATION LISTED IN PART D:

PART C

PART D:
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED

Submit a completed Employee Worksheet for Small Business Exemption
I have LESS than Seven (7) employees in the entire
(Form OCC/LW-26B). Information on the Employee Worksheet may
company (inside AND outside the City of Los Angeles
subsequently require verification through payroll records.
premises).
My company’s workforce worked an average of no
OR
more than 1,214 hours per month for at least threePayrolls for the nine (9) months you would like to have reviewed.
fourths of the calendar year.
If you DID NOT check off ANY boxes in PART C, your company IS NOT ELIGIBLE FOR AN EXEMPTION.
If you checked off ANY box in PART C, ATTACH supporting documentation, SIGN, AND SUBMIT EXEMPTION FORM.
By signing, the contractor certifies under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the information submitted in
support of this application is true and correct to the best of the contractor’s knowledge.
Print Name of Person Completing This Form

Signature of Person Completing This Form

Title

Date

Phone #

ANY APPROVAL OF THIS APPLICATION EXEMPTS ONLY THE LISTED CONTRACTOR FROM THE LWO DURING THE PERFORMANCE OF
THIS CONTRACT. A SUBCONTRACTOR PERFORMING WORK ON THIS CONTRACT IS NOT EXEMPT UNLESS THE OFFICE OF CONTRACT
COMPLIANCE HAS APPROVED A SEPARATE EXEMPTION FOR THE INDIVIDUAL SUBCONTRACTOR.

AWARDING DEPARTMENT USE ONLY:
Dept: _____________ Dept Contact: _______________________ Contact Phone: _________________Contract #: ____________

OCC USE ONLY:
Approved / Not Approved – Reason: ______________________________________________________________________________________________
By OCC Analyst: __________________________________________________________________________ Date: _______________________________

Form OCC/LW-26A, Rev. 06/11

OFFICE OF CONTRACT COMPLIANCE, EEOE SECTION: (213) 847-2625

LW-26B

LWO – OCC SMALL BUSINESS EXEMPTION EMPLOYEE WORKSHEET
EXEMPTION THAT REQUIRES OCC APPROVAL TO BE VALID
This worksheet must be completed for EACH company or business for which you have a controlling interest, whether or not it is on City
premises. You may COPY THIS FORM as necessary for EACH company. Include the names of ALL PERSONS employed by EACH
company, and the number of hours worked each month for the current year. ATTACH this form(s) to LW-26A.
1. Company Name: _______________________________________________________________ Company Phone: __________________________________
2. Company Address: _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. Enter # of Hours worked:
HOURS WORKED
EMPLOYEE NAME
JAN
FEB
MAR
APR
MAY
JUN
JUL
AUG
SEP
OCT
NOV
DEC
TOTAL
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

4. TOTAL HOURS
5. Check each box indicating
which nine (9) months you
would like be reviewed:

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6a. TOTAL HOURS for the nine (9) months selected in 5 above : __________
7. If 6c is NO, then this contract IS NOT ELIGIBLE FOR AN EXEMPTION.

0.00

0.00

0.00

0
6b. DIVIDE 6a by 9: __________

0.00

0.00

0.00

6c. Is 6b less than 1,214?

0.00

YES

0.00

NO

If 6c is YES, SIGN and ATTACH this form to LW-26A.

I certify under penalty of perjury that the information herein is true and correct to the best of my knowledge. I will provide further documentation and proof upon request.
I understand that the submission of false information may lead to the revocation of any approved exemption.
Print Name of Person Completing this Form

Signature of Person Completing this Form

Title

Date

Phone #

ANY APPROVAL OF THIS APPLICATION EXEMPTS ONLY THE LISTED CONTRACTOR FROM THE LWO DURING THE PERFORMANCE OF THIS CONTRACT. A SUBCONTRACTOR
PERFORMING WORK ON THIS CONTRACT IS NOT EXEMPT UNLESS THE OFFICE OF CONTRACT COMPLIANCE HAS APPROVED A SEPARATE EXEMPTION FOR THE INDIVIDUAL
SUBCONTRACTOR.

Form OCC/LW-26B, Rev. 06/11

OFFICE OF CONTRACT COMPLIANCE, EEOE SECTION: (213) 847-2625

LW-26A

LWO – APLICACION PARA EXENCION DEL SUELDO DIGNO PARA NEGOCIOS PEQUEÑOS
ESTA APPLICACIÓN REQUIERE LA APROBACIÓN DE OCC PARA SER VÁLIDA

Esta aplicación de exención es para los arrendatarios y los concesionarios solamente y debe ser
sometida junto con su oferta o propuesta al DEPARTAMENTO QUE CONCEDE. Si es aprobada, la
exención terminará dos años despúes de la fecha aprobada, pero puede ser renovada en incrementos
de dos años al cumplir con los requisitos. DOCUMENTOS INCOMPLETOS NO SERÁN ACEPTADOS.
El código administrativo 10.37, la Ordenanza del Sueldo Digno (LWO) de Los Ángeles, requiere que todos los contratistas
de la ciudad (incluyendo contratistas de servicio, los subcontratistas, los recipientes de ayuda económica, los
arrendatarios, los concesionarios, los subarrendatarios y los subconcesionarios) cumplan con el LWO a menos que una
exención se aplique.
PARA SER COMPLETADO POR EL CONTRATISTA:
1. Nombre de Companía: _____________________________________________________ Teléfono: _________________________
2. Dirección de Companía: _______________________________________________________________________________________
3. ¿Es usted subcontratista?
Sí
No
Si es, indique el nombre del contratista principal:
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
4. INDIQUE el número total de negocios que usted tiene (dentro y fuera de establecimientos de la Ciudad de Los Ángeles): _______
5. INDIQUE el número total de negocios que usted tiene solamente en establecimientos de la Ciudad de Los Ángeles:_________
SECCIÓN I: INFORMACIÓN DEL NEGOCIO
MARQUE UNA CAJA EN LA PARTE A QUE DESCRIBE MEJOR SU NEGOCIO Y ADJUNTE LA DOCUMENTACIÓN ENUMERADA EN LA PARTE B:
PARTE A
PARTE B: DOCUMENTACIÓN JUSTIFICATIVA REQUERIDA

Yo soy arrendatario o poseedor de licencia
Ningunos requeridos.
empenzando mi primer año de operar como un negocio.
Yo tengo otros negocios, pero es mi primer año
Adjunte las declaraciones de impuestos del IRS del año 2010 que
operando en propiedades de la Ciudad. Mis ingresos
enumeran los réditos brutos de TODOS sus negocios.
brutos para todos mis negocios fueron menos de
$459,464 (ajustado el 1 de julio 2011) por el año 2010.
Yo tengo un negocio o negocios en establecimientors Adjunte las declaraciones de impuestos del IRS del año 2010 que
de la Ciudad de los Angeles, y mis ingresos brutos por
enumeran los réditos brutos de TODOS sus negocios en establecimientos
todos mis negocios en propiedades de la Ciudad fueron
de la Ciudad de Los Angeles.
menos de $459,464 (hasta el 1 de julio de 2011) para el
año 2010.
Si usted no marcó NINGUNA caja en la PARTE A, su compañía NO ES ELEGIBLE PARA UNA EXENCIÓN.
Si usted marcó ALGUNAS cajas en la PARTE A, continúe a la sección II.
SECCIÓN II: INFORMACIÓN DEL EMPLEADO

MARQUE CUALQUIER CAJA EN LA PARTE C QUE DESCRIBA MEJOR SU NEGOCIO Y ADJUNTE LA DOCUMENTACIÓN ENUMERADA EN LA PARTE D:

PARTE C
Tengo MENOS de siete (7) empleados en la
compañía entera (dentro Y fuera de las premisas de Los
Angeles).

PARTE D: DOCUMENTACIÓN JUSTIFICATIVA REQUERIDA
Someta la forma OCC/LW-26B. La información reportada en le Reporte
de Horas Trabajadas puede requerir, posteriormente, la verificación a
través de expedientes sobre las nóminas de pago a los empleados.
O
Nóminas de pago por los nueve (9) meses que usted desea que sean
evaluados.

La empleados de mi compañía trabajaron un
promedio de no más de 1.214 horas por mes por un
periodo menos tres cuartos del año.
Si usted no marcó NINGUNA caja en la PARTE C, su compañía NO ES ELEGIBLE PARA UNA EXENCIÓN.
Si usted marcó ALGUNA caja en la PARTE C, adjunte la documentación necesaria,
FIRME, Y ENTREGUE ESTA APLICACIÓN DE EXENCIÓN.
Firmando, el contratista certifica bajo pena de perjurio bajo las leyes del estado de California que la información que presenta en esta
aplicación es veridica y correcta con el major conocimiento del contratista.
Nombre
Título:

Firma
Teléfono

Fecha

CUALQUIER APROBACIÓN DE ESTA APPLICACIÓN EXENTA SOLAMENTE AL CONTRATISTA MENCIONADO DE LOS REQUESITOS DEL LWO
DURANTE EL RENDIMIENTO DE ESTE CONTRATO. UN SUBCONTRATISTA QUE PROPOCIONA TRABAJO SOBRE ESTE CONTRATO NO ES
EXENTO A MENOS QUE LA OFICINA DE LA CONFORMIDAD DE CONTRATOS HAYA APROBADO UNA EXENCIÓN SEPARADA PARA EL
SUBCONTRATISTA INDIVIDUAL.

PARA USO DEL DEPARTAMENTO DE CONCESIONES SOLAMENTE:
Dept: _____________ Dept Contact: _______________________ Contact Phone: _________________Contract #: ____________

PARA LA OFICINA OCC SOLAMENTE
Approved / Not Approved – Reason: ______________________________________________________________________________________________
By OCC Analyst: __________________________________________________________________________ Date: _______________________________

Form OCC/LW-26A, Rev. 06/11-Spanish

OFFICE OF CONTRACT COMPLIANCE, EEOE SECTION: (213) 847-2625

LW-26B

LWO – EXENCIÓN DE EMPRESAS PEQUEÑAS – REPORTE DE HORAS TRABAJADAS
ESTA APPLICACIÓN DE EXENCIÓN REQUIERE LA APROBACIÓN DE OCC PARA SER VÁLIDA

Este formulario debe de ser completado por cada compañía o negocio en la cual Ud. tiene intereses, aunque no esté en propiedad de la Ciudad.
Usted puede COPIAR ESTA FORMA cuanto sea necesario para CADA compañía. Incluya los nombres de todas las personas
empleadas por cada compañía, y el número de horas trabajadas por cada mes de este año. ADJUNTE este reporte a la forma LW-26A.
1. Nombre de Companía: ____________________________________________________________________ Teléfono: __________________________________
2. Dirección de Companía: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. Entre # de las horas
HORAS TRABAJADAS
trabajadas:
NOMBRE(S) DE
EMPLEADO(S)

Enero

Febrero

Marzo

Abril

Mayo

Junio

Julio

Agosto

Septiembre

Octubre

Noviembre

Diciembre

TOTAL

4. HORAS TOTALES
5. Marque cada caja indicando

cuales nueve (9) meses usted
desa sean evaluados:

6a. HORAS TOTALES por los nueve (9) meses seleccionados en 5 arriba: _______ 6b. DIVIDA 6a por 9: _________ 6c. ¿Es 6b menos de 1.214?
7. Si contesto “NO” en 6c, entonces este contrato NO ES ELEGIBLE PARA UNA EXENCIÓN.
LW-26A

SÍ

NO

Si contestor “SI” en 6c, FIRME y ADJUNTE este reporte a la forma

Yo certifico bajo pena de perjurio que esta información es veridica y correcta. Proveeré más documentos y pruebas siempre y cuando sean solicitadas. Entiendo que al proveer información
falsa puede resultar en la revocación de la exención aprobada.
Nombre (en letra de molde) de la persona que complete esta forma

Firma

Título

Fecha

Teléfono

CUALQUIER APROBACIÓN DE ESTA APPLICACIÓN EXENTA SOLAMENTE AL CONTRATISTA MENCIONADO DE LOS REQUESITOS DEL LWO DURANTE EL RENDIMIENTO DE ESTE CONTRATO. UN SUBCONTRATISTA QUE PROPOCIONA TRABAJO SOBRE ESTE
CONTRATO NO ES EXENTO A MENOS QUE LA OFICINA DE LA CONFORMIDAD DE CONTRATOS HAYA APROBADO UNA EXENCIÓN SEPARADA PARA EL SUBCONTRATISTA INDIVIDUAL.

Form OCC/LW-26B, Rev. 06/11 - Spanish

OFFICE OF CONTRACT COMPLIANCE, EEOE SECTION: (213) 847-2625

LW-5

LWO/SCWRO – SUBCONTRACTOR DECLARATION OF COMPLIANCE FORM
REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION FOR ALL SUBCONTRACTS SUBJECT TO LWO

This form must be signed within 90 DAYS of the execution of the subcontract and RETAINED by
the PRIME CONTRACTOR.
TO BE FILLED OUT BY THE PRIME CONTRACTOR:

1. Company Name: _________________________________ Company Phone Number: _________________________
2. Company Address: _______________________________________________________________________________
3. Awarding Department: ____________________________________________________________________________
4. Project Name: ___________________________________________________________________________________

IF A SUBCONTRACTOR FAILS TO COMPLETE AND SUBMIT THIS FORM TO PRIME CONTRACTOR ON THE CITY CONTRACT,
THE PRIME CONTRACTOR MAY BE DEEMED TO BE IN VIOLATION OF THE LWO AND SCWRO FOR FAILING TO ENSURE ITS
SUBCONTRACTOR’S COMPLIANCE WITH THE ORDINANCES. THIS MAY RESULT IN WITHHOLDING OF PAYMENTS DUE THE
PRIME CONTRACTOR, OR TERMINATION OF THE PRIME CONTRACTOR’S AGREEMENT WITH THE CITY.

THE PRIME CONTRACTOR MUST INFORM THEIR SUBCONTRACTORS OF THE FOLLOWING:
THE LIVING WAGE ORDINANCE (LWO) REQUIRES:
That a subcontractor (including a sublessee, a sublicensee, or a service contractor to a City financial assistance
recipient) that works on or under the authority of an agreement subject to the Service Contractor Worker Retention
Ordinance (SCWRO) and Living Wage Ordinance (LWO) must comply with all applicable provisions of the
Ordinances unless specifically approved for an exemption.
THE SERVICE CONTRACTOR WORKER RETENTION ORDINANCE (SCWRO) REQUIRES:
In case of a successor service contractor, a successor prime contractor and its subcontractors shall retain for a 90-day
transition employment period, certain employees who have been employed by the terminated prime contractor and its
subcontractor, if any, for the preceding 12 months or longer. Refer to the SCRWO Rules and Regulations, available
from the Department of Public Works, Bureau of Contract Administration, Office of Contract Compliance (OCC)
website - http://bca.lacity.org, for details regarding the wage and benefit requirements of the Ordinance.
THE LIVING WAGE ORDINANCE (LWO) REQUIRES THAT SUBJECT EMPLOYERS PROVIDE TO EMPLOYEES:
As of July 1, 2011 a wage of at least $10.42 per hour with health benefits of $1.25 per hour, or $11.67 per hour without
health benefits (to be adjusted annually) (Regulation #4);
At least 12 compensated days off per year for sick leave, vacation or personal necessity at the employee’s request
(pro-rated for part-time employees) (Regulation #4);
At least 10 additional days off per year of uncompensated time off for sick leave (pro-rated for part-time employees)
(Regulation #4); and
Making less than $12.00 per hour information of their possible right to the federal Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC)
and make available the forms required to secure advance EITC payments from the employer (Regulation #4).
THE LIVING WAGE ORDINANCE (LWO) ALSO REQUIRES EMPLOYERS:
To permit access to work sites for authorized City representatives to review the operation, payroll and related
documents, and to provide certified copies of the relevant records upon request by the City.
Not to retaliate against any employee claiming non-compliance with the provisions of these Ordinances and to comply
with federal law prohibiting retaliation for union organizing (Regulation #4). Refer to the LWO Rules and Regulations,
available from the Department of Public Works, Bureau of Contract Administration, Office of Contract Compliance
(OCC) website - http://bca.lacity.org, for details regarding the wage and benefit requirements of the Ordinance.
TO BE FILLED OUT BY THE SUBCONTRACTOR:

1. Company Name: _________________________________ Company Phone Number: _________________________
2. Company Address: _______________________________________________________________________________
3. Type of Service Provided by Subcontractor to Prime: ____________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
4. Amount of Subcontract: ____________________ Subcontract Start Date: ___/___/___ End Date: ___/___/___
By signing this Declaration of Compliance, the subcontractor certifies that it will comply with all applicable provisions of the SCWRO, LWO,
and their implementing Rules and Regulations, including any amendments or revisions to the Ordinances and Regulations.
Print Name of Person Completing This Form

Signature of Person Completing This Form

Title

Date
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LWO – DEPARTMENTAL DETERMINATION FORM
REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION FOR ALL CONTRACTS

This form will aid Awarding Departments with determining whether or not a contract is subject to the LWO. It must be
completed by the AWARDING DEPARTMENT and submitted to the Office of Contract Compliance AFTER THE CONTRACT
HAS BEEN EXECUTED. INCOMPLETE SUBMISSIONS WILL BE RETURNED. Please refer to the endnotes for more details.
AWARDING DEPARTMENT INFO
Dept: _____________ Contract Administrator: _______________________ Contact Phone: _________________ MS# ___________
CONTRACT INFO
Contractor Name: __________________________________________________________________ Contract # ___________________
Contractor Address: _______________________________________ City:_______________________ State:_____ Zip: ______________
Project/Contract Name: ____________________________________________________________________________________________
Purpose of Contract: ______________________________________________________________________________________________
Contract Amount: $___________________
Term: Start Date ____/____/____
End Date ____/____/____

SECTION I:

DETERMINING APPLICABILITY TO LWO

Check off ONE box that best describes the contract, then Continue to #2: This is a
New Contract
Contract Amndmt # ______
-If you checked off “New Contract” above, SKIP to Question #5 to determine whether this New contract is subject to the LWO.
If you checked off “Contract Amendment” Please answer the following questions about the original contract:
a Was the original contract subject to the LWO?
Yes
No
b Was the original contract approved for an
Yes
No If YES, please note what type of exemption it received:
exemption?
_______________________________________________
If you checked off YES to 3a OR 3b, THIS FORM IS NOW COMPLETE – PLEASE SUBMIT PAGE 1 ONLY TO OCC.
If you checked off NO to 3a AND 3b, Continue to #5 to determine whether this Contract Amendment is subject to the LWO.
Check off ONE box in Parts A, B, C or D below that best describes the contract, then Continue to #6:

1
2
3

4
5

These are contracts NOT SUBJECT, NOT APPLICABLE to LWO:

PART A

These contracts MAY or MAY NOT BE SUBJECT, or
MAY or MAY NOT BE APPLICABLE to LWO:
1

Service contract that is less than 3 months OR $25,000 or less
2
Other governmental entity
3
Purchase or rental of goods, equipment, property
4
Construction contract
5
Funded by Business Improvement District (BID) assessment money
6
Financial assistance is below both LWO CFAR thresholds:
(a) Financial assistance must be less than $1 Million in a 12-month period AND
(b) Is less than $100,000 if on a continuing basis (such as a loan at a rate lower than the
Applicable Federal Rate).

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

PART B

Service
contract
that is at
least 3
months
AND over
$25,000.

PART C

Public
leases
or
licenses

PARTD

City
Financial
Assistance
Recipient
7
(CFAR)

If you checked off any box in Part A - THIS FORM IS NOW COMPLETE – PLEASE SUBMIT PAGE 1 ONLY TO OCC.
If you checked off a box in Part B or C, SKIP TO #9.
If you checked off the box in Part D, SKIP TO #13.
If you have a service contract, answer questions a, c and d ONLY, then Continue to #10.
YES
NO
If you have a public lease/license, answer questions b, c and d ONLY, then Continue to #10.
a Are some of the services rendered by employees whose work site is on property owned by the City?
b Are the services rendered on premises at least a portion of which is visited by substantial numbers of the
public on a frequent basis (including, but not limited to, airport passenger terminals, parking lots, golf courses,
recreational facilities)?
c Could the services feasibly be performed by City employees if the awarding authority had the requisite
financial and staffing resources?
d Has the DAA determined in writing that coverage would further the proprietary interests of the City?
If you checked off ANY boxes in the YES column, this contract is APPLICABLE TO THE LWO (it is SUBJECT).
Continue onto SECTION II. Otherwise, continue to #11.
You DID NOT check off ANY boxes in the YES column. This contract is NOT APPLICABLE TO THE LWO (it is NOT SUBJECT).
Fill and submit LW-10, OCC Exemption Application for approval prior to contract execution found here:
http://bca.lacity.org/index.cfm?nxt=ee&nxt_body=div_occ_lwo_forms.cfm, then Continue to #12.
Has the exemption been approved? If YES, THIS FORM IS NOW COMPLETE – Once the contract has been executed, SUBMIT
LW-1, Page 1 ONLY and the APPROVED EXEMPTION FORM to OCC. If NO, Continue onto SECTION IV.
Answer the following question to determine whether the CFAR is subject to the LWO, then Continue to #14.
YES
NO
a Does the agreement intend to promote economic development?
If you checked off NO this contract is NOT APPLICABLE TO THE LWO (it is NOT SUBJECT). PLEASE SUBMIT PAGE 1 ONLY
TO OCC. Otherwise, Continue to Question #15.
Answer the following questions to determine whether the CFAR is subject to the LWO:
YES
NO
a Is the Financial Assistance given in a 12-month period and above $1 Million?
b Is the Financial Assistance $100,000 or more on a continuing basis?
If you checked off ANY boxes in the YES column, this contract is APPLICABLE TO THE LWO (it is SUBJECT). Continue onto
SECTION II. Otherwise, this contract is NOT APPLICABLE TO THE LWO (it is NOT SUBJECT). PLEASE SUBMIT PAGE 1 ONLY
TO OCC.

Form OCC/LW-1, Rev. 7/09
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SECTION II:

CONTRACTS APPLICABLE/SUBJECT TO THE LWO

1

Your contract is applicable/subject to the LWO. However, it may be eligible for an exemption. Check off ONE box in Parts A, B, or C
that best describes the contract that MAY be eligible for an exemption, then Continue to the stated part in the corresponding right
column found in SECTION III.
PART
PART
PART

A

SERVICE CONTRACTS ONLY

2

One-person
8
contractor

D

501(c)(3) non-profit
9
organization

D

Grant-Funded
10
Services

A

Occupational license
11
required

B

Collective bargaining
agreement with LWO
supersession
12
language

B

B

C

PUBLIC LEASES OR LICENSES
ONLY

Collective bargaining
agreement w/
13
supersession language

Small Business

CITY FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE RECIPIENTS ONLY

B

14

C

If you did NOT check off any box above in Part A or Part B, this
contract IS NOT eligible for an exemption. Continue onto
SECTION IV.

Collective bargaining agreement w/ supersession
B
15
language
16
501(c)(3) non-profit organization
D
PART C - Continued
If you did not check off any boxes above, continue YES NO
to answer the following questions:
a
Is the contractor a City financial assistance
recipient (CFAR) in the first year of
17
operation?
b
Is the contractor a CFAR with less than five
18
(5) employees?
Is the contractor a CFAR that employs longc
term, unemployed or provides training for
permanent positions requesting hardship
19
waiver?
Does
the
contractor have employees who
d
spend less half of their time on the City
funded project or the employees of its
20
service contractor?
If ANY boxes are checked YES, Continue onto SECTION III-A.
If you checked off NO to ALL boxes, Continue onto SECTION IV.

SECTION III:

CONTRACTS NOT SUBJECT / CONTRACTS ELIGIBLE FOR EXEMPTIONS

Your contract MAY be eligible for an exemption that may be requested by your Department OR the Contractor PRIOR TO CONTRACT
EXECUTION as indicated below:
TO BE REQUESTED BY AWARDING DEPARTMENTS ONLY – REQUIRES OCC APPROVAL
Fill out the form in the right-hand column below, send it to OCC for final approval (DO NOT send LW-1), and then
Continue to #2 in this Section.
Grant Funded Services
LW 10 – OCC Exemption Form ONLY
A CFAR
http://bca.lacity.org/index.cfm?nxt=ee&nxt_body=div_occ_lwo_forms.cfm
TO BE REQUESTED BY CONTRACTORS ONLY – REQUIRES OCC APPROVAL
Have the contractor fill out the forms in the right-hand column below and have them submit it to your department for further review. Once the
form is complete, send it to OCC for final approval (DO NOT send LW-1), and then Continue to #2 in this Section.
Occupational license required
LW 10 – OCC Exemption Form AND
LW 18 – Subcontractor Information Form (SIF)
B Collective bargaining agreement w/supersession
http://bca.lacity.org/index.cfm?nxt=ee&nxt_body=div_occ_lwo_forms.cfm
language
1

C

Small Business

LW 26 – OCC Small Business Exemption Form (English) OR
LW 26 – OCC Small Business Exemption Form (Spanish):
http://bca.lacity.org/index.cfm?nxt=ee&nxt_body=div_occ_lwo_forms.cfm

TO BE REQUESTED BY CONTRACTORS ONLY – REQUIRES AWARDING DEPARTMENT APPROVAL
Have the contractor fill out the forms in the right-hand column below and have them submit it to your department for further review. Once an
approval/non-approval has been made by your department, Continue to #2 in this Section.
One-person contractors, lessee, licensee
LW 13 – Departmental Exemption Form AND
501(c)(3)
non-profit
organization
LW 18 – Subcontractor Information Form (SIF)
D
http://bca.lacity.org/index.cfm?nxt=ee&nxt_body=div_occ_lwo_forms.cfm

2

Has the exemption been approved? If YES, THIS FORM IS NOW COMPLETE –SUBMIT PAGES 1 and 2 of LW-1 and the APPROVED
EXEMPTION FORM TO OCC once the contract has been executed. If NO, Continue onto SECTION IV.
SECTION IV:
CONTRACTS SUBJECT TO THE LWO (AND NOT ELIGIBLE FOR EXEMPTIONS)

Your contract IS SUBJECT TO THE LWO AND NOT ELIGIBLE FOR EXEMPTIONS. Have the contractor fill out the two (2)
corresponding forms below and submit them (and forms from any of their subcontractors subject to the LWO) to your department for
further review. Once these forms are complete, Continue onto #2 in this Section.
Employee Information Form (EIF)
LW 6 – Employee Information Form AND
Subcontractor Information Form (SIF)
LW 18 – Subcontractor Information Form
1

http://bca.lacity.org/index.cfm?nxt=ee&nxt_body=div_occ_lwo_forms.cfm

2

THIS FORM IS NOW COMPLETE – PLEASE SUBMIT PAGES 1, 2, EIF and SIF TO OCC once the contract has been executed.
Form OCC/LW-1, Rev. 7/09
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ENDNOTES FOR LWO DEPARTMENTAL DETERMINATION FORM - LW-1
1

Less than three months OR less than $25,000 - LAAC 10.37.1(j): Service contracts or Authority for Expenditures that
do not meet these thresholds are not categorically exempt from the LWO.
2

Governmental Entities – LAAC 10.37.1(g): Agreements with governmental entities are exempt from the requirements of
the LWO. If an agreement is exempt from the LWO because the contractor is a governmental entity, subcontractors
performing work for the governmental entity on the agreement are also exempt.
3

Purchase of Goods, Property, or a Lease of Property with City as Lessee – LAAC 10.37.1(j): Such contracts are
categorically exempt from the LWO unless they include a service component that is more than just incidental. - “Incidental
services” means services that are: (1) part of an agreement for which theprimary purpose is to purchase or rent goods or
equipment; and (2) performed on a non-recurring and irregular basis. Services are not incidental, even if the primary
purpose of the agreement is to purchase goods or equipment, if the agreement provides that services are to be performed
on a regular schedule, or if the awarding authority anticipates that services will be needed on a regular basis during the life
of the agreement.
4

Construction contracts LAAC 10.37.1(j): Construction contracts that do not conform to the definition of a service
contract are categorically exempt from the LWO.
5

Business Improvement Districts (BID): Service agreements funded with the BID’s assessment monies are
categorically exempt from the LWO (see also Regulation #11). Agreements to provide services related to a BID that are not
funded with the BID’s assessment money remain subject to the LWO unless they otherwise qualify for an exemption.
6

City Financial Assistance Below LWO Thresholds - LAAC 10.37.1(c): Agreements that provide a contractor with City
financial assistance intended to promote economic development or job growth are categorically exempt from the LWO if
they do not meet either of the monetary thresholds described in the LWO.
Thus, such agreements are categorically exempt from the LWO if the assistance given in a 12-month period is below
$1,000,000 and less than $100,000 per year on a continuing basis. Example: The City approves a loan to a contractor of
$5,000,000 for the development of shopping center that will create new jobs. The loan is for 20 years at an interest rate of
4%. At the time the awarding authority grants approval for the loan, the Applicable Federal Rate (AFR) referenced in the
LWO is 4.6%.
This contract is not subject to the LWO because it does not meet the financial thresholds, as explained below:
The amount of financial assistance used to determine whether the contractor meets the LWO thresholds is amount the
contractor saves in interest payments. To determine the amount of savings on interest payments (the financial assistance),
the annual savings on interest rate is calculated as follows:
Financial Assistance = (Amount of Loan @ AFR) – (Amount of Loan @ City rate)
Financial Assistance = ($5,000,000 x 4.6%) – ($5,000,000 x 4%)
Financial Assistance = $230,000 – $200,000
Financial Assistance = $30,000
Thus, the contractor receives $30,000 in financial assistance per year for the next 20 years. This is less than $1 Million in a
year, and less $100,000 per year on a continuing basis. Therefore, the contractor is exempt from the LWO. No approval
from the OCC is required, and the awarding department may indicate this exemption on the Departmental Determination of
Coverage form.
7

City Financial Assistance Recipient – Means any person who receives from the City discrete financial assistance for
economic development or job growth expressly articulated and identified by the City, as contrasted with generalized
financial assistance such as through tax legislation, in accordance with the following monetary limitations. Assistance given
in the amount of one million dollars ($l,000,000) or more in any twelve-month period shall require compliance with this
article for five years from the date such assistance reaches the one million dollar ($1,000,000) threshold. For assistance in
any twelve-month period totaling less than one million dollars ($1,000,000) but at least one hundred thousand dollars
($100,000), there shall be compliance for one year if at least one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) of such assistance
is given in what is reasonably contemplated at the time to be on a continuing basis, with the period of compliance beginning
when the accrual during such twelve-month period of such continuing assistance reaches the one-hundred thousand dollar
($100,000) threshold.
Categories of such assistance include, but are not limited to, bond financing, planning assistance, tax increment financing
exclusively by the City, and tax credits, and shall not include assistance provided by the Community Development Bank.
City staff assistance shall not be regarded as financial assistance for purposes of this article. A loan shall not be regarded
as financial assistance. The forgiveness of a loan shall be regarded as financial assistance. A loan shall be regarded as
financial assistance to the extent of any differential between the amount of the loan and the present value of the payments
thereunder, discounted over the life of the loan by the applicable federal rate as used in 26 U.S.C. $9 1274(d), 7872(f). A
recipient shall not be deemed to include lessees and sublessees.

8

One-Person Contractor: A contractor may apply for exemption under Section 10.37.1(f) of the LWO if that contractor
has no employees. The one-person contractor shall submit an application for non-coverage or exemption to the awarding
authority on the form referred to in Appendix A with the appropriate one-person contractor certification. If, subsequent to the
approval of the exemption application, the contractor hires any employees, the exemption is no longer valid. Any employee
the contractor hires becomes covered by the LWO to the extent that the employee performs work on the City agreement. In
such cases, the contractor shall notify the awarding authority of the change in circumstances and submit to the awarding
authority all the necessary forms to comply with the LWO reporting requirements, including the employee and
subcontractor information forms.
9

Non-Profit 501(c)(3) Organizations: A corporation claiming exemption under Section 10.37.1(g) of the LWO as a
corporation organized under Section 501 (c)(3) of the United States Internal Revenue Code must provide the following
additional documents in support of the application for exemption:
(A) A copy of the most recent IRS letter indicating that the contractor has been recognized as a non-profit corporation
organized under section 501 (c)(3) of the United States Internal Revenue Code.
(B) An application for non-coverage or exemption, including the non-profit salary certification on the form referred to in
Appendix A. The salary certification must list the salary of the corporation’s chief executive officer (CEO), computed on an
hourly basis, and the hourly wage rate of the lowest paid worker in the corporation. The salary of the CEO, when computed
on an hourly basis, must be less than 8 times what the lowest paid worker is paid on an hourly basis. For purposes of this
exemption, the ”chief executive officer (CEO)” means the CEO of the 501(c)(3) corporation that entered into the agreement
with the City, or the highest paid person employed by the corporation if the CEO is not the highest paid employee. The
“lowest paid worker” refers to the lowest paid worker employed by the 501(c)(3) corporation that entered into the agreement
with the City, regardless of whether the person works on the City agreement. In calculating the salary of the CEO and the
wage rate of the lowest paid worker, the corporation may not include items such as cash allowances for car expenses,
meals, parking, or the value of pension plan contributions.
Child care workers: Even if a corporation meets the requirements for exemption as a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization, if
the corporation provides child care services as part of the City agreement or employs child care workers who will work on
the City agreement, the corporation must pay all child care workers working on the subject agreement the required LWO
wage rate. The LWO requirements regarding compensated and uncompensated days off are also applicable to those child
care workers.
10

Grant-funded Services: Agreements let by the City involving federal or state grant funds shall be subject to the LWO
unless the grant-funding agency indicates in writing that the provisions of the Ordinances should not apply. The awarding
authority shall provide a copy of grant-funding agency’s determination to the OCC.
11

Occupational license - LAAC 10.37.1(f): Exemptions for Employees Requiring Occupational Licenses: If an
employer claims that the LWO does not apply to an employee pursuant to section 10.37.1(f) because an occupational
license is required of the employee to perform the work, the employer shall submit to the awarding authority, along with the
application for non-coverage or exemption, a list of the employees required to possess an occupational license, the type of
occupational license required, and a copy of the occupational license itself. An exemption granted under this provision
exempts only the employee who must possess an occupational license to perform work on the City agreement. If an
occupational license is not required of an employee to perform the work, the employee remains covered by the LWO.
12

Exemption by Collective Bargaining Agreement – LAAC 10.37.12: An employer subject to provisions of the LWO
may, by collective bargaining agreement (CBA), provide that the CBA, during its term, shall supersede the requirements of
the LWO for those employees covered by the CBA. The provisions of the LWO should not be interpreted to require an
employer to reduce the wages and benefits required by a collective bargaining agreement. All parties to the CBA must
specifically waive in full or in part the benefits required by the LWO. An employer applying for this exemption shall submit a
copy of the CBA. If the CBA does not specifically indicate that the LWO has been superseded, the employer shall submit
written confirmation from the union representing the employees working on the agreement that the union and the employer
have agreed to let the CBA supersede the LWO.
(A) Provisional Exemption from LWO during negotiation of CBA: An employer subject to the LWO may apply for Provisional
Exemption from the LWO if the employer can document that: (1) the union and the employer are currently engaged in
negotiations regarding the terms of the CBA; and (2) the issue of allowing the CBA to supersede the LWO has been
proposed as an issue to be addressed during the negotiations. If granted, Provisional Exemption status is valid until the end
of the negotiation process, including, if applicable, impasse resolution proceedings. During the negotiation process, the
employer shall provide, upon request from the OCC, status reports on the progress of negotiations. At the end of the
negotiation process, the employer shall provide the OCC with a copy of the final CBA to verify whether the LWO has been
superseded, and the effective dates of the CBA.
(i) If the final CBA signed by the employer and the union supersedes the LWO, the employer shall be considered to be
exempt from the LWO’s wage and benefits provisions for the time period covered by the effective dates of the superseding
CBA. The employer remains subject to all applicable provisions of the LWO for the time period not covered by the
superseding CBA. If the employer has not complied with the LWO requirements during the time period not covered by the

superseding CBA, the employer shall be required to make retroactive corrections for any period of non-compliance, which
may include making retroactive payments to affected employees for the relevant periods of non compliance.
(ii) If the final CBA signed by the employer and the union does not supersede the LWO, the employer shall be required to
comply with all applicable LWO requirements, including the wage and benefits provisions. Compliance shall also be
required retroactively to the date that the employer first became subject to the LWO. If necessary, the employer shall
provide retroactive payments to affected employees for any time period during which the employer did not comply with the
LWO.
13

See Endnote #12
Small Business Exemptions for Public Lessees and Licensees – LAAC 10.37.1(i): A public lessee or licensee
claiming exemption from the LWO under section 10.37.1(i) shall submit the small business application for exemption form
referred to in Appendix A along with supporting documentation to verify that it meets both of the following requirements:
14

(A) The lessee’s or licensee’s gross revenues from all business(es) conducted on the City premises for the calendar year
prior to the date of the application for exemption do not exceed the gross annual revenue amount set by the LWO in
Section 10.37.1(i). That gross revenue amount shall be adjusted annually according to the requirements of the LWO. The
gross revenue amount used in evaluating whether the lessee or licensee qualifies for this exemption shall be
the gross revenue amount in effect at the time the OCC receives the application for exemption.
A public lessee or licensee beginning its first year of operation on a specific City property will have no records of gross
annual revenue on the City property. Under such circumstances, the lessee or licensee may qualify for a small business
exemption by submitting proof of its annual gross revenues for the last tax year prior to application no matter where the
business was located, and by satisfying all other requirements pursuant to these regulations and the LWO.
A lessee or licensee beginning its first year of operation as a business will have no records of gross annual revenue. Under
such circumstances, the lessee or licensee may qualify for a small business exemption by satisfying all other requirements
pursuant to these regulations and the LWO.
(B) The lessee or licensee employs no more than seven (7) employees.
(i) For purposes of this exemption, a lessee or licensee shall be deemed to employ a worker if the worker is an employee of
a company or entity that is owned or controlled by the lessee or licensee, regardless of where the company or entity is
located; or if the worker is an employee of a company or entity that owns or controls the lessee or licensee, regardless of
where the company or entity is located.
Whether the lessee or licensee meets the seven (7) employee limit provided for in Section 10.37.1(i) of the LWO shall be
determined using the total number of workers employed by all companies or businesses which the lessee or licensee owns
or controls, or which own or control the lessee or licensee. Control means that one company owns a controlling interest in
another company.
(ii) If a business operated by the lessee or licensee is part of a chain of businesses, the total number of employees shall
include all workers employed by the entire chain of businesses unless the business operated by the lessee or licensee is an
independently owned and operated franchise.
(iii) A public lessee or licensee shall be deemed to employ no more than seven (7) employees if its entire workforce
(inclusive of those employees falling within the guidelines stated in subsections (i) and (ii) immediately above) worked an
average of no more than 1,214 hours per month for at least three-fourths of the time period that the revenue limitation
provided for in section 10.37.1(i) is measured.
Until the OCC approves the application for exemption, the lessee or licensee shall be subject to the LWO and shall comply
with its requirements. If the OCC approves the application, the lessee or licensee shall be exempt from the requirements of
the LWO for a period of two years from the date of the approval. The exemption will expire two years from the date of
approval, but may be renewable in two-year increments upon meeting the requirements.
15
16

See Endnote #12
See Endnote #9

17

CFAR: First Year Financial Assistance Recipients – 10.37.1(c): A first-year City financial assistance recipient (CFAR)
applying for exemption under Section 10.37.1(c) of the LWO shall submit proof of its start up date and workforce
documentation with its application for exemption. If the OCC grants an exemption on this basis, the first year CFAR is
exempt from the LWO for a period of one year from the date the exemption is approved.
18

CFAR: Employing Fewer Than Five Employees – 10.37.1(c): A City financial assistance recipient (CFAR) claiming
exemption on the basis that it employs fewer than five (5) employees for each working day in each of twenty (20) or more
calendar weeks in the current or preceding calendar year shall submit with its application for exemption payroll registers for
that twenty (20) week period to verify eligibility.
19

CFAR: Hardship waivers for job training and preparation programs –10.37.1(c): A City financial assistance
recipient (CFAR) that employs the longterm unemployed or provides trainee positions intended to prepare employees for

permanent positions may request an economic hardship waiver pursuant to Section 10.37.1(c). The CFAR must submit to
the awarding authority documentation of the program’s demonstrated and projected results and the potential adverse
impact due to compliance with this article. The awarding authority will forward the documentation and its recommendation
to the City Council for consideration. A copy of such a recommendation shall be forwarded to the OCC.
20

CFAR: Employee Exemption – 10.37.1(c): A City financial assistance recipient (CFAR) that claims exemption pursuant
to Section 10.37.1(e) for its employees who expend less than half of their time on the City funded project or the
employees of its service contractor, if any, who expend less than half of their time on the premises of the CFAR directly
involved with the activities funded by the City, shall be responsible for maintaining records of applicable hours and
descriptions of work performed to substantiate the exemption.
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CEC FORM 50 – MUNICIPAL LOBBYING ORDINANCE
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APPENDIX I
PROPOSER’S NAME, FORM OF BUSINESS ORGANIZATION, AND CERTIFICATION

PROPOSER’S NAME, FORM OF BUSINESS ORGANIZATION, AND
CERTIFICATION
Each principal firm, and/or joint venture partner, involved in the proposal shall furnish
the following information:
Name of proposer’s business organization:

Proposer is a ____________________________________________________________
(Corporation, Joint Venture, Partnership, Limited Partnership,
Individual, or Individual doing-business-as a firm)
If a corporation, the proposer shall state below the names of the President and of the
Secretary. If a joint venture, the proposer shall state below the names of each joint
venture partner. If a partnership, the proposer shall state below the names of the partners
and general partner. The agreement shall be signed by a duly authorized representative on
behalf of the single and distinct business organization named above.

In accordance with the Article titled Small Business Enterprise (SBE) and Disabled
Veteran Business Enterprise (DVBE) Opportunity Program in SECTION TWO of this
RFP, a proposer that is certified as an SBE or DVBE is eligible to earn credit towards
meeting or exceeding the specific SBE and DVBE goals for the portion of the contract
that will be performed by its own forces.
To be eligible for such credit, the proposer shall indicate its certification status on the
table shown below.

Certification Status of Bidder

Certification Agency

[Check all that apply]

[Check applicable box(es)]

Small Business Enterprise (SBE)

City of Los Angeles for SLB,
SBE (LA), and EBE certifications.

Disabled Veteran Business Enterprise
(DVBE)

State of California for SB, Microbusiness, and DBE certifications.

Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE)

Los Angeles County
Metropolitan Transportation
Authority for SBE Metro

Federal SBA 8(a)

certification.

Minority-owned Business Enterprise (MBE)
Woman-owned Business Enterprise (WBE)

Federal SBA 8(a)
State of California for DVBE
certification.

None

In accordance with the definition of the term “Broker” in the Article titled Small Business
Enterprise (SBE) and Disabled Veteran Business Enterprise (DVBE) Opportunity
Program in SECTION TWO of this RFP, the proposer shall state below if it is a Broker.
Is the Proposer a Broker?

___________
(Yes or No)

If the answer to the above question is “Yes”, what is the proposer’s brokering fee or
commission rate in percent?
___________%

APPENDIX J
LIST OF PROPOSED SUBCONTRACTORS

LIST OF PROPOSED SUBCONTRACTORS
The bidder shall list all subcontractors performing work, labor, service, or supplying materials or equipment.
The bidder shall comply with “ONE” of the following requirements:

1. BIDDER MEETS OR EXCEEDS THE SPECIFIC SBE and DVBE CONTRACT GOAL

(No GFE Documentation Required)
Pursuant to the Article titled "Small Business Enterprise (SBE) and Disabled Veteran Business Enterprise (DVBE) Opportunity
Program" in SECTION TWO of this RFP, “if” the bidder meets or exceeds the specific SBE and DVBE Contract Goals for this
bidding opportunity, the bidder shall list below all subcontractors and the estimated dollar amount to be paid to each
subcontractor, regardless of amount, if the bidder wishes to have the subcontract amount credited towards meeting or
exceeding the Contract Specific SBE and DVBE level of participation. To earn credit under this provision, the bidder shall submit
a ”Letter of Intent” from each SBE and DVBE Subcontractor that is listed for the achievement of the Contract-specific SBE and
DVBE participation goals.

SBE PARTICIPATION ACHIEVED: ______%
DVBE PARTICIPATION ACHIEVED: ______%
2. BIDDER IS UNABLE TO MEET THE SPECIFIC SBE and DVBE CONTRACT GOAL

(GFE DOCUMENTATION IS REQUIRED)
Pursuant to the Articles titled "Small Business Enterprise (SBE) and Disabled Veteran Business Enterprise (DVBE) Opportunity
Program" in SECTION TWO of this RFP and the forms titled “Good Faith Effort (GFE) Documentation Forms” provided in
Appendix L (with applicable attachments), if the bidder is unable to meet the specific SBE and DVBE Contract Goals for this
bidding opportunity, the bidder shall list below all selected subcontractors after the conclusion of its outreach efforts including
estimated dollar amount to be paid to each subcontractor, regardless of amount. To earn credit under this provision, the bidder
shall submit complete GFE documentation (Factors 1 through 8) to demonstrate its outreach efforts to available subcontractors.

1

Subcontractor Name, Business
Address, Contact Person, Telephone
Number, E-mail Address, and

Subcontractor
Information

Contractor’s License No. (if applicable)

Certification Agency (1)

(For statistical
purposes only)

[Check applicable box(es)]

City of Los Angeles for
SLB, SBE (LA), and EBE
certifications.

Gender:

State of California for SB,
Micro-business, and DBE
certifications.

Estimated Dollar
Amount of Subcontract
(Numerical Dollar Amount)

$
Is the Subcontractor a
Broker?
(Check Yes or No)

Los Angeles County
Metropolitan
Transportation
Authority for SBE Metro

Ethnicity:

Yes

No

certification.

Federal SBA 8(a)
State of California for
DVBE certification.

Certification Status of Subcontractor (2)

[Check all that apply]

If the answer to the above
question is “YES”, what is
the Broker’s fee or
commission? (in percent)

______%

SBE

MBE

DBE

DVBE

WBE

Federal SBA 8(a)

Description of work: (Work area and NAICS code)

(1) Certifying Agencies:
City of Los Angeles - Bureau of Contract Administration
State of California - Office of Small Business and Disabled Veterans Business Enterprise Services
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro)
State of California - California Unified Certification Program (CUCP) – CalTrans (DBE)
Federal SBA 8(a) - Federal Small Business Administration (SBA)

(2) Certification Status:
SBE - Small Business Enterprise
DVBE - Disabled Veteran Business Enterprise
DBE - Disadvantaged Business Enterprise
Federal 8(a) - Federal SBA 8(a)
MBE - Minority Business Enterprise
WBE - Women Business Enterprise

LIST OF PROPOSED SUBCONTRACTORS (continued)

2

Subcontractor Name, Business
Address, Contact Person, Telephone
Number, E-mail Address, and
Contractor’s License No. (if applicable)

Subcontractor
Information
(For statistical
purposes only)

Certification Agency (1)
[Check applicable box(es)]

City of Los Angeles for
SLB, SBE (LA), and EBE
certifications.

Gender:

State of California for SB,
Micro-business, and DBE
certifications.

Estimated Dollar
Amount of Subcontract
(Numerical Dollar Amount)

$
Is the Subcontractor a
Broker?
(Check Yes or No)

Los Angeles County
Metropolitan
Transportation
Authority for SBE Metro

Ethnicity:

Yes

No

certification.

Federal SBA 8(a)
State of California for
DVBE certification.

Certification Status of Subcontractor (2)

[Check all that apply]

SBE

MBE

DBE

DVBE

WBE

Federal 8(a)

If the answer to the above
question is “YES”, what is the
Broker’s fee or commission?
(in percent)

______%

Description of work: (Work area and NAICS code)

3

Subcontractor Name, Business
Address, Contact Person, Telephone
Number, E-mail Address, and
Contractor’s License No. (if applicable)

Subcontractor
Information
(For statistical
purposes only)

Certification Agency (1)
[Check applicable box(es)]

City of Los Angeles for
SLB, SBE (LA), and EBE
certifications.

Gender:

State of California for SB,
Micro-business, and DBE
certifications.

Los Angeles County
Metropolitan
Transportation
Authority for SBE Metro

Ethnicity:

Estimated Dollar
Amount of Subcontract
(Numerical Dollar Amount)

$
Is the Subcontractor a
Broker?
(Check Yes or No)

Yes

No

certification.

Federal SBA 8(a)
State of California for
DVBE certification.

Certification Status of Subcontractor (2)

[Check all that apply]

Description of work: (Work area and NAICS code)

SBE

MBE

DBE

DVBE

WBE

Federal 8(a)

If the answer to the above
question is “YES”, what is the
Broker’s fee or commission?
(in percent)

______%

LIST OF PROPOSED SUBCONTRACTORS (continued)

4

Subcontractor Name, Business
Address, Contact Person, Telephone
Number, E-mail Address, and
Contractor’s License No. (if applicable)

Subcontractor
Information
(For statistical
purposes only)

Certification Agency (1)
[Check applicable box(es)]

City of Los Angeles for
SLB, SBE (LA), and EBE
certifications.

Gender:

State of California for SB,
Micro-business, and DBE
certifications.

Estimated Dollar
Amount of Subcontract
(Numerical Dollar Amount)

$
Is the Subcontractor a
Broker?
(Check Yes or No)

Los Angeles County
Metropolitan
Transportation
Authority for SBE Metro

Ethnicity:

Yes

No

certification.

Federal SBA 8(a)
State of California for
DVBE certification.

Certification Status of Subcontractor (2)

[Check all that apply]

SBE

MBE

DBE

DVBE

WBE

Federal 8(a)

If the answer to the above
question is “YES”, what is the
Broker’s fee or commission?
(in percent)

______%

Description of work: (Work area and NAICS code)

5

Subcontractor Name, Business
Address, Contact Person, Telephone
Number, E-mail Address, and
Contractor’s License No. (if applicable)

Subcontractor
Information
(For statistical
purposes only)

Certification Agency (1)
[Check applicable box(es)]

City of Los Angeles for
SLB, SBE (LA), and EBE
certifications.

Gender:

State of California for SB,
Micro-business, and DBE
certifications.

Los Angeles County
Metropolitan
Transportation
Authority for SBE Metro

Ethnicity:

certification.

Federal SBA 8(a)
State of California for

Estimated Dollar
Amount of Subcontract
(Numerical Dollar Amount)

$
Is the Subcontractor a
Broker?
(Check Yes or No)

Yes

No

If the answer to the above
question is “YES”, what is the
Broker’s fee or commission?
(in percent)

DVBE certification.

______%
Certification Status of Subcontractor (2)

[Check all that apply]

Description of work: (Work area and NAICS code)

SBE

MBE

DBE

DVBE

WBE

Federal 8(a)

LIST OF PROPOSED SUBCONTRACTORS (continued)
Bidder is advised to print extra copies of this page to “number” and list additional subcontractors.
Subcontractor Name, Business
Address, Contact Person, Telephone
Number, E-mail Address, and
Contractor’s License No. (if applicable)

Subcontractor
Information
(For statistical
purposes only)

Certification Agency (1)
[Check applicable box(es)]

City of Los Angeles for
SLB, SBE (LA), and EBE
certifications.

Gender:

State of California for SB,
Micro-business, and DBE
certifications.

Estimated Dollar
Amount of Subcontract
(Numerical Dollar Amount)

$
Is the Subcontractor a
Broker?
(Check Yes or No)

Los Angeles County
Metropolitan
Transportation
Authority for SBE Metro

Ethnicity:

Yes

No

certification.

Federal SBA 8(a)
State of California for
DVBE certification.

Certification Status of Subcontractor (2)

[Check all that apply]

SBE

MBE

DBE

DVBE

WBE

Federal 8(a)

If the answer to the above
question is “YES”, what is the
Broker’s fee or commission?
(in percent)

______%

Description of work: (Work area and NAICS code)

Subcontractor Name, Business
Address, Contact Person, Telephone
Number, E-mail Address, and
Contractor’s License No. (if applicable)

Subcontractor
Information
(For statistical
purposes only)

Certification Agency (1)
[Check applicable box(es)]

City of Los Angeles for
SLB, SBE (LA), and EBE
certifications.

Gender:

State of California for SB,
Micro-business, and DBE
certifications.

Los Angeles County
Metropolitan
Transportation
Authority for SBE Metro

Ethnicity:

Estimated Dollar
Amount of Subcontract
(Numerical Dollar Amount)

$
Is the Subcontractor a
Broker?
(Check Yes or No)

Yes

No

certification.

Federal SBA 8(a)
State of California for
DVBE certification.

Certification Status of Subcontractor (2)

[Check all that apply]

Description of work: (Work area and NAICS code)

SBE

MBE

DBE

DVBE

WBE

Federal 8(a)

If the answer to the above
question is “YES”, what is the
Broker’s fee or commission?
(in percent)

______%

LIST OF PROPOSED SUBCONTRACTORS (continued)
Bidder is advised to print extra copies of this page to “number” and list additional subcontractors.
Subcontractor Name, Business
Address, Contact Person, Telephone
Number, E-mail Address, and
Contractor’s License No. (if applicable)

Subcontractor
Information
(For statistical
purposes only)

Certification Agency (1)
[Check applicable box(es)]

City of Los Angeles for
SLB, SBE (LA), and EBE
certifications.

Gender:

State of California for SB,
Micro-business, and DBE
certifications.

Estimated Dollar
Amount of Subcontract
(Numerical Dollar Amount)

$
Is the Subcontractor a
Broker?
(Check Yes or No)

Los Angeles County
Metropolitan
Transportation
Authority for SBE Metro

Ethnicity:

Yes

No

certification.

Federal SBA 8(a)
State of California for
DVBE certification.

Certification Status of Subcontractor (2)

[Check all that apply]

SBE

MBE

DBE

DVBE

WBE

Federal 8(a)

If the answer to the above
question is “YES”, what is the
Broker’s fee or commission?
(in percent)

______%

Description of work: (Work area and NAICS code)

Subcontractor Name, Business
Address, Contact Person, Telephone
Number, E-mail Address, and
Contractor’s License No. (if applicable)

Subcontractor
Information
(For statistical
purposes only)

Certification Agency (1)
[Check applicable box(es)]

City of Los Angeles for
SLB, SBE (LA), and EBE
certifications.

Gender:

State of California for SB,
Micro-business, and DBE
certifications.

Los Angeles County
Metropolitan
Transportation
Authority for SBE Metro

Ethnicity:

Estimated Dollar
Amount of Subcontract
(Numerical Dollar Amount)

$
Is the Subcontractor a
Broker?
(Check Yes or No)

Yes

No

certification.

Federal SBA 8(a)
State of California for
DVBE certification.

Certification Status of Subcontractor (2)

[Check all that apply]

Description of work: (Work area and NAICS code)

SBE

MBE

DBE

DVBE

WBE

Federal 8(a)

If the answer to the above
question is “YES”, what is the
Broker’s fee or commission?
(in percent)

______%

APPENDIX K
LETTER OF INTENT
(between a Bidder/Proposer and an SBE/DVBE Subcontractor)

SCS LOI Form004

LETTER OF INTENT
BETWEEN

A BIDDER AND AN SBE/DVBE SUBCONTRACTOR
On or before the Bid/Proposal opening date and time, the Bidder/Proposer shall submit a completed and
signed copy of this letter for each SBE/DVBE Subcontractor that is listed for the achievement of the Contract‐
specific SBE/DVBE participation goals.

Specifications/RFP Number:
Title of Specifications/RFP:
Name of Bidder:
Name of Bidder’s Authorized Representative:

Name of SBE/DVBE Subcontractor:
Name of Subcontractor’s Authorized Representative:
Phone No. and E‐mail Address of Subcontractor:
TERMS:
A. This is a letter of intent between the Bidder and an SBE/DVBE Subcontractor that is listed for the achievement
of the Contract‐specific SBE and DVBE participation goals.
B. By signing below, the Bidder is committing to utilize the above‐named SBE/DVBE Subcontractor to perform
the work shown below.
C. By signing below, the above‐named SBE/DVBE Subcontractor is confirming that it is willing to participate in the
Contract for the work area shown below.

SUBCONTRACTING WORK AREA
Description

NAICS* Code

Estimated Subcontract Amount or % of Contract Amount

AFFIRMATION: I hereby affirm that the information above is true and correct.
Bidder’s Authorized Representative:
(Signature)

(Title)

(Date)

SBE/DVBE Subcontractor’s Authorized Representative:
(Signature)

(Title)

(Date)

*Visit http://www.census.gov/cgi‐bin/sssd/naics/naicsrch to search. Match type of work with NAICS code as closely as possible.
*To be provided only when the solicitation requires that bidder include a dollar amount in its bid‐offer.
In the event the bidder does not receive award of the prime contract, any and all representations in this Letter of Intent and
Affirmation shall be null and void.

APPENDIX L
GOOD FAITH EFFORT (GFE)
DOCUMENTATION FORMS

GOOD FAITH EFFORT (GFE) DOCUMENTATION FORMS
Required “ONLY” if the bidder is NOT able to meet the specific “SBE/DVBE Contract Goals” identified in
this bidding opportunity.
In accordance with the Article titled "Small Business Enterprise (SBE) and Disabled Veteran Business Enterprise (DVBE)
Opportunity Program" in SECTION TWO of this RFP, if the bidder is unable to meet the specific SBE and DVBE
Contract Goals for this bidding opportunity, the bidder shall submit the complete GFE documentation shown herein
including all applicable attachments for Factors 1 through 8 to demonstrate its outreach efforts to available
subcontractors.
In addition, at the conclusion of these outreach efforts the bidder shall list all “selected” subcontractors
(if any) in the form titled “List of Proposed Subcontractors” in Division C3.

FACTOR 1 (Weight = 5 points)
Bidder attended the “Bidder’s Conference” scheduled by the Department to ask questions regarding
the bidding opportunity and to receive information on the Department’s SBE/DVBE Opportunity
Program.
Yes __________

No ___________

FACTOR 2 (Weight = 10 points)
Identify selected portions of the project to be performed by Subcontractors to provide opportunities to
available SBEs, DVBEs, MBEs, WBEs, and OBEs. Bidders shall, when economically feasible, divide total
contract requirements into small portions or quantities to permit maximum participation of SBEs,
DVBEs, MBEs, WBEs, and OBEs.
Work Area
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

NAICS Code

Description of Work Area
(Portions of project to be performed by subcontractors)

FACTOR 3 (Weight = 5 points)
List all interested potential subcontractors that were provided with information about the plans,
specifications, and requirements for the selected work area.
Attach all necessary documentation and correspondence.
Names of Potential Subcontractors that Received Information and Assistance

Bidders are advised to print extra copies of this page if necessary.

FACTOR 4 (Weight = 5 points)
Documentation of efforts made in advising and assisting interested potential subcontractors including
SBEs, DVBEs, MBEs, WBEs, and OBEs in obtaining bonds, lines of credit, or required insurance.
Attach all necessary documentation and correspondence.
Names of Potential Subcontractors that received Information and Assistance

Bidders are advised to print extra copies of this page if necessary.

FACTOR 5 (Weight = 15 points)
State name(s) of publication(s) and the date of the advertisement(s) placed for bids from interested
subcontractors. The advertisement(s) shall be placed not less than 7 calendar days prior to the
submission of bids or proposals in newspapers, trade association publications, minority or trade
oriented publications, trade journals, or other appropriate media.
Attach copies of publications

Name of Publication

Date
of
Advertisement

FACTOR 6 (Weight = 20 points)
Provide copies of notices such as Letters or e-mails that were sent to potential subcontractors
including SBEs, DVBEs, MBEs, WBEs, and OBEs, having an interest in participating in such contract.
Such notices shall be sent to prospective subcontractors not less than 5 calendar days prior to the bid
submittal date. Bidders shall document that invitations for subcontracting bids were sent to available
SBEs, DVBEs, MBEs, WBEs, and OBEs for each portion of the work AND documenting efforts to followup initial solicitations of interest by contacting the business enterprises to determine whether the
enterprises are interested in participating in the project work. Complete the log shown below
indicating names of firms/individuals contacted, dates of contact, and follow-up discussion notes.
Attach all necessary documentation and correspondence.
LOG OF BUSINESS ENTERPRISES TO WHICH WRITTEN NOTICES WERE SENT and FOLLOW-UP NOTES

Name of Contacted Potential
Subcontractor

Date
of
Invitation

Work Area

Date of
Follow-up
Contact

Discussion Notes

Bidders are advised to print extra copies of this page if necessary.

FACTOR 7 (Weight = 10 points)
Provide proof of participation in a Vendor Fair, SBE Advocate Group, or Local Agency outreach,
networking, or match-making event within the last 365 days prior to the bid/proposal due date. Proof of
participation shall meet the following requirement:
(a) Minimum of 1 event if estimated contract amount is less than $500,000; and
(b) Minimum of 2 events if estimated contract amount is greater than $500,000.
Attach proof of participation.
Name(s) of
Outreach Event(s)

Date of Event

Location of Event

FACTOR 8 (Weight = 30 points)
Negotiating in Good Faith – Outreach Summary Sheet
Provide a list of all subcontractors including SBEs, DVBEs, MBEs, WBEs, and OBEs that
negotiations were conducted with in good faith. As documentation, the bidder shall complete the
tables below with all sub-bidders for each portion of work solicited. Bidders shall also submit
documentation of correspondence regarding subcontract bids from interested subcontractors
including, but not limited to:
(a) Requests by bidder to obtain subcontract bids from enterprises expressing interest.
(b) Responding letters of interest, subcontract bids, or declinations to offer a bid.
(c) Acceptance by bidder of subcontract bids.
(d) Rejections of subcontractor bids including explanations for non-selection.
NOTE:
Selected subcontractors shall be listed in the form titled “List of Proposed subcontractors” in
Division C3.

WORK AREA #1:

Name of Potential
Subcontractor

Sent
Letter?
(Yes/No)

Certification
SBE/DVBE/
MBE/WBE

Estimated
Dollar
Amount

Certifying
Agency

Reason for
Selection
Selected?
or
(Yes/No)
Nonselection

WORK AREA #2:

Name of Potential
Subcontractor

Sent
Letter?
(Yes/No)

Certification
SBE/DVBE/
MBE/WBE

Estimated
Dollar
Amount

Certifying
Agency

Reason for
Selection
Selected?
or
(Yes/No)
Nonselection

Certifying
Agency

Reason for
Selection
Selected?
or
(Yes/No)
Nonselection

WORK AREA #3:

Name of Potential
Subcontractor

Sent
Letter?
(Yes/No)

Certification
SBE/DVBE/
MBE/WBE

Estimated
Dollar
Amount

WORK AREA #4:

Name of Potential
Subcontractor

Sent
Letter?
(Yes/No)

Certification
SBE/DVBE/
MBE/WBE

Estimated
Dollar
Amount

Certifying
Agency

Reason for
Selection
Selected?
or
(Yes/No)
Nonselection

Certifying
Agency

Reason for
Selection
Selected?
or
(Yes/No)
Nonselection

WORK AREA #5:

Name of Potential
Subcontractor

Sent
Letter?
(Yes/No)

Certification
SBE/DVBE/
MBE/WBE

Estimated
Dollar
Amount

Bidders are advised to print extra copies of this page if additional subcontractors
are to be listed.

APPENDIX M1
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN
[if the contract is for Non-Construction services and is estimated at $100,000 or more]

City of Los Angeles
Department of Public Works
Bureau of Contract Administration
Office of Contract Compliance
1149 S. Broadway, Suite 300, Los Angeles, CA 90015
Phone: (213) 847-2625 E-mail: bca.eeoe@lacity.org

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN
NON-CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTOR
The following contracts are subject to the City of Los Angeles Affirmative Action Program as required by
the Los Angeles Administrative Code (LAAC) Section 10.8.4 et seq.:
•

Every non-construction contract of $100,000 or more;

•

Every construction contract of $5,000 or more.

Purpose - An affirmative action program is a management tool designed to ensure equal employment
opportunity. A central premise underlying affirmative action is that, absent discrimination, over time a
contractor's workforce, generally, will reflect the gender, racial and ethnic profile of the available labor
pools. Therefore, as part of its affirmative action program, a contractor monitors and examines its
employment decisions and compensation systems to ensure equal employment practices, and takes steps to
correct underutilization of women and minorities.
Contractors are subject to all provisions contained in LAAC Section 10.8.4 et seq. which can be
found at http://bca.lacity.org. The excerpts below are provided to serve as a starting point for
satisfying these requirements:
LAAC Section 10.8.4 (B) The Contractor will, in all solicitations or advertisements for employees placed by
or on behalf of the contractor, state that all qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment
without regard to their race, religion, ancestry, national origin, sex, sexual orientation, age, disability,
marital status or medical condition.
LAAC Section 10.8.4(K) The plan shall be subject to approval by the Office of Contract Compliance prior
to award of the contract.
LAAC Section 10.8.4(M) The Affirmative Action Plan required to be submitted shall, without limitation as
to the subject or nature of employment activity, be concerned with such employment practices as:
1.

Apprenticeship where approved programs are functioning, and other on-the-job training for
non-apprenticeable occupations;

2.

Classroom preparation for the job when not apprenticeable;

3.

Pre-apprenticeship education and preparation;

4.

Upgrading training and opportunities;

5.

Encouraging the use of contractors, subcontractors, and suppliers of all racial and ethnic
groups, provided, however that any contract subject to this ordinance shall require the
contractor, subcontractor or supplier to provide not less than the prevailing wage;

6.

The entry of qualified women, minority and all other journeymen into the industry; and

7.

The provision of needed supplies or job conditions to permit persons with disabilities to be
employed, and minimize the impact of any disability.

LAAC Section 10.8.4(Q) All contractors subject to the provisions of the section shall include a like
provision in all subcontracts awarded for work to be performed under the contract with the City and shall
impose the same obligations, including but not limited to filing and reporting obligations, on the
subcontractors as are applicable to the contractor.
OCC-AA-1 (Rev 6-26-12)

1 of 2

CONTRACTOR DECLARATION
In pursuit of accomplishing the intent of the City’s Affirmative Action Program, the contractor certifies and
agrees to immediately implement good faith efforts, measures to recruit and employ minority, women, and
other potential staff in a nondiscriminatory manner including, but not limited to, the following actions. The
contractor shall:
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)

Recruit and make efforts to obtain such employees.
Continually evaluate personnel practices to assure that hiring, upgrading, promotions, transfers,
demotions and layoffs are made in a nondiscriminatory manner so as to achieve and maintain a
diverse work force.
Utilize training programs and assist minority, women and other employees in locating,
qualifying for and engaging in such training programs to enhance their skills and advancement.
Maintain such records as are necessary to determine compliance with equal employment and
affirmative action obligations, and make such records available to City, State and Federal
authorities upon request.
Said policies shall be provided to all employees, subcontractors, vendors, unions and all others
with whom the contractor may become involved in fulfilling any of its contracts.

By its execution hereof, the contractor accepts and submits the foregoing as its Affirmative Action
Plan. I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that I have read and
understood the foregoing requirements of LAAC Section 10.8 et seq. and agree to comply with them
while under contract as set forth therein.
Executed this

day of

, in the year 20

, at

,
(City)

COMPANY NAME

TELEPHONE/E-MAIL

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

NAME AND TITLE (TYPE OR PRINT)

CITY, COUNTY, STATE, ZIP

OCC-AA-1 (Rev 6-26-12)

.
(State)
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APPENDIX M2
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN
[if the contract is for Construction services and is estimated at $5,000 or more]

City of Los Angeles
Department of Public Works
Bureau of Contract Administration
Office of Contract Compliance
1149 S. Broadway, Suite 300, Los Angeles, CA 90015
Phone: (213) 847-2625 E-mail: bca.eeoe@lacity.org

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTOR
The following contracts are subject to the City of Los Angeles Affirmative Action Program as required by
the Los Angeles Administrative Code (LAAC) Section 10.8.4 et seq.:
•

Every non-construction contract of $100,000 or more;

•

Every construction contract of $5,000 or more.

Purpose - An affirmative action program is a management tool designed to ensure equal employment
opportunity. A central premise underlying affirmative action is that, absent discrimination, over time a
contractor's workforce, generally, will reflect the gender, racial and ethnic profile of the available labor
pools. Therefore, as part of its affirmative action program, a contractor monitors and examines its
employment decisions and compensation systems to ensure equal employment practices, and takes steps to
correct underutilization of women and minorities.
Contractors are subject to all provisions contained in LAAC Section 10.8.4 et seq. which can be
found at http://bca.lacity.org. The excerpts below are provided to serve as a starting point for
satisfying these requirements:
LAAC Section 10.8.4 (B) The Contractor will, in all solicitations or advertisements for employees placed by
or on behalf of the contractor, state that all qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment
without regard to their race, religion, ancestry, national origin, sex, sexual orientation, age, disability,
marital status or medical condition.
LAAC Section 10.8.4(K) The plan shall be subject to approval by the Office of Contract Compliance prior
to award of the contract.
LAAC Section 10.8.4(M) The Affirmative Action Plan required to be submitted shall, without limitation as
to the subject or nature of employment activity, be concerned with such employment practices as:
1.

Apprenticeship where approved programs are functioning, and other on-the-job training for
non-apprenticeable occupations;

2.

Classroom preparation for the job when not apprenticeable;

3.

Pre-apprenticeship education and preparation;

4.

Upgrading training and opportunities;

5.

Encouraging the use of contractors, subcontractors, and suppliers of all racial and ethnic
groups, provided, however that any contract subject to this ordinance shall require the
contractor, subcontractor or supplier to provide not less than the prevailing wage;

6.

The entry of qualified women, minority and all other journeymen into the industry; and

7.

The provision of needed supplies or job conditions to permit persons with disabilities to be
employed, and minimize the impact of any disability.

LAAC Section 10.8.4(Q) All contractors subject to the provisions of the section shall include a like
provision in all subcontracts awarded for work to be performed under the contract with the City and shall
impose the same obligations, including but not limited to filing and reporting obligations, on the
subcontractors as are applicable to the contractor.
OCC-AA-1 (Rev 6-26-12)
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CONTRACTOR DECLARATION
In pursuit of accomplishing the intent of the City’s Affirmative Action Program, the contractor certifies and
agrees to immediately implement good faith efforts, measures to recruit and employ minority, women, and
other potential staff in a nondiscriminatory manner including, but not limited to, the following actions. The
contractor shall:
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)

Recruit and make efforts to obtain such employees.
Continually evaluate personnel practices to assure that hiring, upgrading, promotions, transfers,
demotions and layoffs are made in a nondiscriminatory manner so as to achieve and maintain a
diverse work force.
Utilize training programs and assist minority, women and other employees in locating,
qualifying for and engaging in such training programs to enhance their skills and advancement.
Maintain such records as are necessary to determine compliance with equal employment and
affirmative action obligations, and make such records available to City, State and Federal
authorities upon request.
Said policies shall be provided to all employees, subcontractors, vendors, unions and all others
with whom the contractor may become involved in fulfilling any of its contracts.

Construction contractors are additionally subject to all provisions contained in LAAC Section 10.13 et. seq.
which can be found at http://bca.lacity.org. As part of these provisions, construction contractors are
required to:
1.

Submit an Anticipated Employment Utilization Report (AEUR) with each new bid for purposes of
effectuating this Affirmative Action Plan for the specific project. The AEUR can be found in the bid
documents or at http://bca.lacity.org.

2.

Establish a person at the management level of the contracting entity to be the Equal Employment
Opportunity (EEO) Officer. Such individual must have the authority to disseminate and enforce the
company’s Equal Employment and Affirmative Action Policies.
_________________________________________

________________________________

NAME OF EEO OFFICER

TITLE

_________________________________________

________________________________

E-MAIL

PHONE NUMBER

By its execution hereof, the contractor accepts and submits the foregoing as its Affirmative Action
Plan. I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that I have read and
understood the foregoing requirements of LAAC Section 10.8 et seq. and agree to comply with them
while under contract as set forth therein.
Executed this

day of

, in the year 20

, at

,
(City)

COMPANY NAME

TELEPHONE/E-MAIL

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

NAME AND TITLE (TYPE OR PRINT)

CITY, COUNTY, STATE, ZIP

OCC-AA-1 (Rev 6-26-12)
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(State)
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ANTICIPATED EMPLOYMENT UTILIZATION REPORT
PRIME SUB Contractor
Contractor Address

Project Title
E-mail:
City:
State:
CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS FOR WHICH THE CONSIDERATION IS $5,000 OR MORE

OCC File #

As part of the Affirmative Action Plan your company must set forth anticipated minority, women, and all other staffing utilization by the contractor and all subcontractors on each project constructed by the City using
those trades within the area of jurisdiction of the Los Angeles Building and Construction Trades Council within the City of Los Angeles in each work class and at all levels in terms of STAFF HOURS.

(L.A. County Only)

(Note: J - Journeyman, A - Apprentice, T - Trainee, F - Female, M - Male)
AFRICAN AMERICAN
(BLACK)
CRAFT

J

A

T

ASIAN / PACIFIC
ISLANDER

HISPANIC
J

A

T

J

A

T

AMERICAN INDIAN/
ALASKAN NATIVE
J

A

T

CAUCASIAN
(NON-HISPANIC)
J

A

T

TOTAL
EMPLOYEES
J

A

T

%
MINORITY
J

A

T

GENDER
M

F

Brick Mason
Carpenters
Concrete Finishers
Construction
Laborers
Electricians
Operator Engineers
Painters
Plasterers, Stucco
Masons
Plumbers,
Pipefitters
Sheet Metal
Workers
Iron & Steel
Workers
Roofers
Clerical
Supervisory

TOTAL

Employment statistics were obtained from:
Available Records
Visual Check
Other (Specify)
Prepared by:
AAP-Form (6/11)

Title:

Date:
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APPENDIX N
CEC FORM 55 – BIDDER CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS AND FUNDRAISING RESTRICTIONS

APPENDIX O
LOCAL BUSINESS PREFERENCE PROGRAM

Los Angeles Department of Water and Power

Appendix O – Local Business Preference
Documentation

APPENDIX O
LOCAL BUSINESS PREFERENCE PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION
Instructions:

In accordance with the Article titled Local Business Preference Program in
SECTION TWO of this RFP, qualified proposers shall furnish all required
information and include it with any proposal in response to this RFP to be eligible
for a proposal preference.
A proposal preference will be granted under ONLY one of the following three
qualifications.

A. If the proposer is qualified and is registered on the LABAVN system to be certified as a Local
Business, the proposer shall state its BAVN ID Number.
BAVN ID: __________________
The LADWP will use the BAVN ID Number to verify the registration and certification status of
the proposer.
B. If the proposer is NOT qualified as a Local Business and it identifies qualifying Local
Subcontractor(s) to perform work under the contract, the proposer shall list each proposed Local
Subcontractor’s name, the corresponding estimated dollar amount, and BAVN ID Number on
the table shown below. Each Local Subcontractor shall register on the LABAVN system to be
certified as a Local Business. The BAVN ID Numbers of Local Subcontractors will be used by
the LADWP to verify the registration and certification status of each Local Subcontractor.
LIST OF LOCAL SUBCONTRACTORS
Name of Local Subcontractor

Estimated Dollar Amount

BAVN ID No.

NOTE: To list more Local Subcontractors, attach additional sheets with identical table headings.

C. If the proposer is participating as a Provisionally Qualified Local Business, the proposer shall
download, complete, and submit a "Provisionally Qualified Local Business - Affidavit of
Eligibility" form as part of its proposal submittal. The form is available for download at the City of
Los Angeles, Bureau of Contract Administration’s website located at:
http://bca.lacity.org/site/pdf/general/PQLBP_Affidavit.pdf.
O-1

APPENDIX P
FIRST SOURCE HIRING PROGRAM (FSHP)
OVERVIEW AND PLEDGE OF COMPLIANCE

FIRST SOURCE HIRING PROGRAM (FSHP)

Overview
The First Source Hiring Program (FSHP) is a free job applicant referral system,
designed to help job seekers local to LADWP’s service territory find employment
on LADWP contracts while saving LADWP contractors the time and resources
needed to find suitable candidates to hire.
Exempt from FSHP are trade positions or jobs for which the hiring procedures
are subject to collective bargaining agreements which conflict with the program.
FSHP’s fully automated web-based job portal provides stress-free:
•
•
•
•
•

Contractor/consultant job posting
Completion of online application by job seekers
Applicant tracking
Prescreening, ranking and sorting of candidates
Matching of qualified candidates with prospective employers

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
FSHP is managed by LADWP’s Economic Development Group and applies only
to contracts that meet certain criteria. The program requires participating
contractors to:
 Designate a liaison (preferably Human Resources personnel) to work with
FSHP firstly, by registering with the program online prior to the beginning
of work on the contract;
 Provide LADWP the number of anticipated employment opportunities
resulting from each applicable contract within fifteen business days
establishing the contract;
 Subsequently notify LADWP’s Economic Development of new
employment opportunities by creating a requisition to fill vacant positions
in the FSHP job portal at least ten business days prior to making a public
job announcement;
 First consider qualified applicants referred from the FSHP database prior
to exploring other candidate sources; and
 Provide feedback on the FSHP candidates reviewed or interviewed, if not
hired.

CITY OF LOS ANGELES
DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND POWER
Pledge of Compliance
The Los Angeles Department of Water and Power First Source Hiring Program provides that, unless
specifically exempted, LADWP contractors working under contracts for personal/professional
services shall comply with all applicable provisions of the LADWP First Source Hiring Program
(FSHP). Proposers are required to complete and submit this Pledge of Compliance with their
proposal or with an amendment of a contract subject to the FSHP. The contractor shall also ensure
that subcontractors working on the contract comply with the requirements of FSHP, including having
them sign the Pledge of Compliance and submitting same to the LADWP’s Economic Development
Division.
Please note that FSHP applies only to non-trade positions and to jobs for which the hiring
procedures are not subject to collective bargaining agreements which conflict with the
Policy.
By signing this pledge, the contractor agrees to comply with the following FSHP provisions:
•

Designate a liaison to facilitate effective implementation of FSHP (preferably Human
Resources personnel) and have the designee register with the program online, prior to the
beginning of contract work;

•

Provide LADWP the number of anticipated employment opportunities resulting from each
applicable contract within fifteen business days of receiving the notice to proceed;

•

Notify LADWP of subsequent employment opportunities by creating a requisition to fill vacant
positions in the FSHP job portal at least ten business days prior to making a public job
announcement; and

•

First consider qualified applicants referred from the FSHP database prior to seeking
candidate from other sources.

•

Provide feedback in the job portal concerning FSHP candidates they considered but did not
hire, stating the reason(s) the applicants were not hired. The feedback is intended to
continuously improve the short-listing and referral process and also ensure that qualified
FSHP candidates get a fair chance.

Failure to sign and submit this form to LADWP with the Proposal may render the proposal nonresponsive.

____________________________________________________________________________
Company Name, Address and Phone Number
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Officer or Authorized Representative and Date
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Print Name and Title of Officer or Authorized Representative
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Project Title

FOR INTERNAL LADWP USE
_____________________________

RFP #
FSHP Pledge.doc

____________________________

AGREEMENT #

APPENDIX Q
IRAN CONTRACTING ACT OF 2010

IRAN CONTRACTING ACT OF 2010 COMPLIANCE AFFIDAVIT
(California Public Contract Code Sections 2200-2208)
The California Legislature adopted the Iran Contracting Act of 2010 to respond to policies of Iran in a uniform fashion
(PCC § 2201(q)). The Iran Contracting Act prohibits proposers engaged in investment activities in Iran from bidding
on, submitting proposals for, or entering into or renewing contracts with public entities for goods and services of one
million dollars ($1,000,000) or more (PCC § 2203(a)). A proposer who “engages in investment activities in Iran” is
defined as either:
1. A proposer providing goods or services of twenty million dollars ($20,000,000) or more in the energy sector of
Iran, including provision of oil or liquefied natural gas tankers, or products used to construct or maintain
pipelines used to transport oil or liquefied natural gas, for the energy sector of Iran; or
2. A proposer that is a financial institution (as that term is defined in 50 U.S.C. § 1701) that extends twenty million
dollars ($20,000,000) or more in credit to another person, for 45 days or more, if that person will use the credit
to provide goods or services in the energy sector in Iran and is identified on a list created by the California
Department of General Services (DGS) pursuant to PCC § 2203(b) as a person engaging in the investment
activities in Iran.
The proposer shall certify that at the time of submitting a proposal for new contract or renewal of an existing contract,
he or she is not identified on the DGS list of ineligible businesses or persons and that the proposer is not engaged in
investment activities in Iran in violation of the Iran Contracting Act of 2010.
California law establishes penalties for providing false certifications, including civil
penalties equal to the greater of $250,000 or twice the amount of the contract for which
the false certification was made; contract termination; and three-year ineligibility to bid on
contracts (PCC § 2205).
To comply with the Iran Contracting Act of 2010, the proposer shall complete and sign ONE of the options shown
below.

OPTION #1: CERTIFICATION
I, the official named below, certify that I am duly authorized to execute this certification on behalf of the proposer or
financial institution identified below, and that the proposer or financial institution identified below is not on the current
DGS list of persons engaged in investment activities in Iran and is not a financial institution extending twenty million
dollars ($20,000,000) or more in credit to another person or vendor, for 45 days or more, if that other person or vendor
will use the credit to provide goods or services in the energy sector in Iran and is identified on the current DSG list of
persons engaged in investment activities in Iran.
Name of Proposer/Financial Institution (Printed): ___________________________________________________
Signed by: _______________________________________________________________ (Authorized Signature)
_____________________________________________________________________ (Printed Name)
______________________________________________________________(Title of Person Signing)

OPTION #2: EXEMPTION
Pursuant to PCC § 2203(c) and (d), a public entity may permit a proposer or financial institution engaged in
investment activities in Iran, on a case-by-case basis, to be eligible for, or to bid on, submit a proposal for, or enter
into, or renew, a contract for goods and services. If the proposer or financial institution identified below has obtained
an exemption from the certification requirement under the Iran Contracting Act of 2010, the proposer or financial
institution shall complete and sign below and attach documentation demonstrating the exemption approval.
Name of Proposer/Financial Institution (Printed): ___________________________________________________
Signed by: _______________________________________________________________ (Authorized Signature)
_____________________________________________________________________ (Printed Name)
______________________________________________________________(Title of Person Signing)

APPENDIX R
BACKGROUND CHECK CERTIFICATION

APPENDIX S
CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT FOR LADWP PROPRIETARY INFORMATION

APPENDIX S
Confidentiality Agreement for LADWP Proprietary Information
A. Confidentiality
All documents, records, and information provided by LADWP to the Contractor, or
accessed or reviewed by the Contractor, during performance of this Agreement shall
remain the property of LADWP. All documents, records and information provided by
LADWP to the Contractor, or accessed or reviewed by the Contractor during
performance of this Agreement, are deemed confidential. The Contractor agrees not to
provide these documents and records, nor disclose their content or any information
contained in them, either orally or in writing, to any other person or entity. The Contractor
agrees that all documents, records, or other information used or reviewed in connection
with the Contractor's work for LADWP shall be used only for the purpose of carrying out
LADWP business and cannot be used for any other purpose. The Contractor shall be
responsible for protecting the confidentiality and maintaining the security of LADWP
documents, records, and information in its possession.
B. Document Access/Control
1. The Contractor shall make the confidential information provided by LADWP to the
Contractor, or accessed or reviewed by the Contractor during performance of this
Agreement, available to its employees, agents and /or subcontractors, only on a
need-to-know basis. Further, the Contractor shall provide written instructions to all of
its employees, agents and subcontractors, with access to the confidential information
about the penalties for its unauthorized use or disclosure.
2. The Contractor shall store and process confidential information in an electronic
format in such a way that unauthorized persons cannot retrieve the information by
computer, remote terminal or other means.
3. The Contractor shall not remove documents, records, or information used or
reviewed in connection with the Contractor's work for LADWP from LADWP facilities
without prior approval from LADWP. The Contractor shall not use, other than in direct
performance of work required pursuant to the Agreement, or make notes of any
home address or home telephone numbers contained in personnel or customer files,
confidential information, documents, or records provided by LADWP that are
reviewed during work on this Agreement.
4. The Contractor shall not make or retain copies of any such documents, written and
electronic materials, notes, documents, confidential information, records, or other
information. Provided however, with prior written approval from LADWP, the
Contractor may make copies of such documents, written materials, notes,
documents, confidential information, or other information, as necessary to perform its
duties under this Agreement.
5. The Contractor shall document and immediately report to LADWP any unauthorized
use or disclosure of confidential information of which the Contractor becomes aware.
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6. The Contractor shall require that all its employees, agents, and subcontractors who
shall, or may, review, be provided, or have access to LADWP data, information,
personnel or customer files, confidential information, documents, or records during
the performance of this Agreement, execute a confidentiality agreement that
incorporates the provisions of this Confidentiality Agreement, prior to performing
work under this Agreement.
C. Return of All Documents to LADWP
The Contractor shall, at the conclusion of this Agreement or at the request of LADWP,
promptly return any and all written materials, notes, documents, records, confidential
information, or other information obtained by the Contractor during the course of work
under this Agreement to LADWP, and all paper and electronic copies thereof. Provided
however, the Contractor may retain duplicates and originals, as appropriate, of
Contractor’s administrative communications, records, files, and working papers relating
to the services provided by the Contractor pursuant to this Agreement.
D. Work Product and Deliverable Confidentiality
Any reports, findings, deliverables, analyses, studies, notes, information or data
generated as a result of this Agreement are to be considered confidential. The
Contractor shall not make such information available to any individual, agency, or
organization except as provided for in this Agreement or as required by law.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Contractor may reference its work under this
Agreement in general terms in presentations and proposals, provided that in doing so,
the Contractor does not disclose any non-public information. The Contractor may not
release any information, whether or not such information is public information, to the
media without prior written approval from LADWP.
E. Subcontractors Subject to the Confidentiality Agreement
Any subcontract entered into pursuant to the terms of this Agreement shall be subject to,
and shall incorporate, the provisions of this Confidentiality Agreement.

Bidder has caused their duly authorized representative to execute this Agreement as
follows:

Date:

Signature:
Firm:
Title:
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